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B’ball Revenue to Fix

House Bought for |

Thompson's Offices
By Tamar Pachter
HOYA

Editor-in-Chief

Figures released this week by the
University Treasurers Office indicate
that the Department of Student Affairs,
headed
by
Vice-President
William Stott, ended Fiscal Year ’80
$102,000 in the red. Further, the
figures show that while the majority of

this

deficit

was

incurred

by

the

Athletic
Department,
Stott
and
Athletic Director Frank Rienzo
requested additional funds amounting to
the sum of post-season basketball
revenues. These funds, some $160,000,
were used to renovate the offices of
Basketball Coach John Thompson.
Thompson, although he commented
on the rennovations to the HOYA,
was unwilling to allow entry to his office.
Director of Construction Ben Scarborough told the HOYA that Physical
Plant began work on 2nd McDonough
in
May.
He
said
panelling,
lighting,carpeting and a small kitchen
were instailed. Construction was completed in August.
Stott and Rienzo requested the
monies for the renovation in late April
or early
May,
according
to the
estimate ‘of Budget Director George
Lasnier, despite the fact that financial
statements

as early as last January

in-

dicated that Athletics would overrun
its budget.
Rienzo
maintained
that
the
McDonough
renovations
and
the
budget ‘‘are not viewed by me as interrelated.”” However, the two are considered to be related by the Budget Officer who compiled the annual state-

ment.
“This is an antiquated and old
building,’’ said Thompson, ‘‘and nice
office
“space
‘is
‘a
small
compensation...in lieu of having a new
gymnasium.’’ Thompson said he is

currently looking for ways to encourage the initiation ofa capital fun-''
draising campaign aimed at building a
modern arena.
The evidence presented by the recent
financial figures bely past arguements

Assembling
Media Board
by John P. McCarthy
HOYA

News

Thompson by
Alumni & Friends

by Rienzo that while the Athletic
Department produces revenue, it is
never allowed to spend it as it is always
returned to the main campus general
fund. It is now clear that while the
$160,000 of post-season revenue resided in the general fund for some weeks,
it was eventually returned to Athletics
and was used to pay for the rennovation.

by Sarah Rosenson
HOYA News Editor

“I
think
Georgetown

ty’s recent acquisition of
house for him to live in.
Thompson explained to
that if he had generated
thusiasm for the basketball

as well as Athletics. The overage in
Residence
Life,
ammounting
to
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However, Stott managed to produce
enough revenue to cover this deficit
and part of the Athletics deficit. This
accounts for the'fact that the total Student Affairs overun was $102,000
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‘When I went outside there were six
posters on the wall of Harbin, attatch-

seat.
John
Anthony,
Philip Inglima,
Joseph Smith and Steve Sakach were

elected

from -a field of fourteen

to

“represent the Class of 1984. (See box’

ed to the brick,’ said Brandon. “I was
ripping them down and he [Anthony]

Anthony’s election was called into
question after Commissioner Tamar
Pachter assessed the candidate $1 each
for six illegally placed posters.
Pachter took this action after Gene
Brandon (SBA ’81) and Mike Smith
(SF ’82) testified before the Commission that they had seen six Anthony
posters taped to the outside of Harbin
Hall, in violation of Election Commis-

from the polling place.’’ Brandon is an
R.A. in Harbin.
Smith’s
Brandon’s.
the middle

Another reason the Senate may have

carving contest, so lots of people on

for questioning the election results was

The six dollar fine put Anthony over

some possible negligence on the part of
the Commission in keeping all the

the $20 spending limit, which promp-

polls open consistently from 9 am to 6

ted the Commission to consider disqualifying him. The vote resulted in
three
commissioners
favoring
disqualification, two against. Anthony
was not disqualified, as a unanimous
vote of the Commission is required for
this action.
The
Class
of ‘82 elected
two
representatives yesterday rather than

pm during the day. Both the Harbin
and New South polls were forced to
close for portions of the day, because
workers failed to show up for their
scheduled hours.

our floor saw the posters t00.”

the Quad, East Campus)
on
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85
66

Marci Turco

17

tion of editors, by the Student Life
Policy Committee (SLPC), the student
Senate, and Vice President for Student

Affairs William Stott.
Dean of Residence Life William
Schuerman presented the addendum

i
'
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148

Bart Edes
Mike Long
Chris McSherry
Gil Tenzer

141
109
90
63

Inglima,

Senator

Elect.

demands on his time as his motivation
for leaving the Senate. In the letter he
expressed a desire that his replacement
be chosen in yesterday’s election, according to Morton.
Steve Pully and Liz Noyer won the
two seats in the Class of ’82 with 106
and 88 votes respectively.

45

Patrick Gaffney

19

Julio Serrano

14

by Len Schoppa

Bryan Rutberg
Write-ins

8
48

HOYA Assistant News Editor

106
88
66
47
39
25
14

The Main Campus Finance Committee, faced with the task of keeping
budgetary increases to a minimum, cut
a full third off its subcommittees’
recommendations including a major
reduction in requested increases for
athletics at its meeting Tuesday, October 21.
Despite these cuts, tuition will increase significantly. The model upon

Class of 1981
Chuck Davis

50

Frank Giordanella

50

Steve Mancini

32

Elia Alexiades

which budgeting has been based thus
far assigns a $600 tuition increase for
the next school year. Moreover, Main
Campus
Finance Officer Mel Bell
qualified this figure, saying, ‘‘the

32

Mark Dineen

Sy

Write-ins

model has to be debugged,”

18

These results are unofficial until the Senate has given confirmation.

recommend
the proposal
bringing up
tion board.

that the subcommittee tie
to funding. I don’t recall
the concept of a publicaIf you call me on that, I

can’t swear that I brought it up. When
it was brought up, though I expressed
my interest in the same thing.”
Schuerman © described
a Media

Board involving three roles. First, it
would encompass the role of a advisory support group. ‘‘They could be
an interested ongoing body that lends

expertise, support, and a certain level
of continuity over the years to the student publications.’’ Secondly, it would
play the role of publisher. “To serve as

newspaper intends to be.”’ Schuerman

is

quick

to

point

out

that

as

a

publisher, the board would not be involved in censorship or review of copy.
The third and final role of the Media
Board in Schuerman’s view is that of
reviewing
complaints
against
the
publications.
At
present,
Student
Activity’s
Publications
Review
Board
which
hears grievances against the student

publications is rarely utilized.

standards and professionalism of the
student publications, which has an
ultimate responsiblity of monitoring

Certain individuals, including Dr.
Leona Fisher chairman of the SLPC
and Student Government President
Dave Goldwyn, feel the NCFC is
beyond its jurisdiction in making the
recommendation of a Media Board by

the

linking it to a financial decision.

a body

that

definition

someway

of

what

monitors

the

the

student

to buy

a

are

able

Thompson.

to

extend

to

gift

to

Their

Georgetown, which will provide housing close to the campus for the coach
and his family, is evidence of the
esteem in which Coach Thompson is

held.’ He also said that the benefactors wish to remain anonymous.
Thompson has repeatedly maintained that the offer of the house had
nothing to do with contract negotiations or his decision to stay at
Georgetown despite offers from other
schools.
The house is located at 4881 Colorado Avenue, N.W., in a wealthy
black neighborhood popularly known
as the ‘gold coast’.
:
According to Roi Barnard, the present owner of the house, it is ‘‘absolutely fabulous.”
““There’s a wonderful mosaic of
Marilyn Monroe in the pool, a 2-room
guest cottage, a 4-room pool house,
and four kitchens on the premises,”
said Barnard.
I

BR

Fay commented that she does not
believe that this affected the results
significantly as those polls were only
out of operation for a few hours.
Among the write-in votes were a
standard amount of joke names including Howdy Doody. Of particular
note, however,
was a remarkable
showing in the Freshman class of
write-in candidate Rick Luck, who
managed to garner 33 votes, outranking three of his balloted opponents.
According
ty percent of
while fifteen
senior classes

to preliminary figures fifthe freshman class voted,
percent of the junior and
voted.

John Thompson

MCFC Proposes Budget Cuts

Jeff Moore

Steve Pully
Liz Noyer
Ken Hickox
Jay Maloney
Peter Conrad
Julie Henderson
Write-ins

to the subcommittee after Dean Stott
failed to do so. Schuerman is a
member of both the SLPC and the
Student Affairs Subcommittee of the
MCFC as well as an advocate of a
Media Board at GU.
In answering charges that. both he
and Stott attempted to circumvent the
committee system, Schuerman told the
HOYA, “I think that where I was
negligent was that the request for the
$4800 was brought up as an addendum
to the request of Student Affairs when
it should have been in the original
budget request. However, I am denying that Dean Stott or myself had any
intention of subverting the work of the

i

172

Philip Inglima

Class of 1982

of $4800 to the Student Affirs budget

|

Ward II (Harbin, Darnall, St. Mary’s)
John Anthony

Phillip

The Senior class race resulted in a tie
between Chuck Davis and Frank Giordanella who received 50 votes each. A
runnoff election, which has yet to be
scheduled, will be held within the next
two weeks according to Commission
Chairperson Maura Fay.
:

48

Write-ins

The Students Affairs Subcommittee’s decision to deny the proposal included
a recommendation
that a
Media Board, which would oversee all
Main Campus Student publication, be
established. The rejection came despite
the approval of $4800 for compensa-

After the Commission’s results were
final, Morton commented that the
Senate would give careful consideration to the problems involved in An-

hard look at this decision,’ he said.

Class of 1984
Ward I (New South,
Joseph Smith
Steve Sakach
Cheryl Jarvis

Fay stressed that all results must be
considered unofficial until confirmed
by the Senate. This is expected to be
forthcoming Sunday night.

seat. ‘“The Senate will want to take a

campus newspapers.

Schuerman, who was opposed to the
proposal as a member of the SLPC
when it was rejected last spring and
abstained from voting on the question,
was charged with presenting the proposal to the subcommittee. Schuerman
said that he felt his presentation to the
subcommittee was adequate and added
that he was surprised when the proposal met any opposition. ‘‘Had I
known that the proposal would have
been opposed on the subcommittee I
would
have,
in all fairness, had
somebody come in and speak for the
proposal that unconsciously might not
have had some problems with it.”
When asked if he influenced the
decision of the subcommittee to reject
the proposal Schuerman replied, I
certainly did not bring up the fact or
A

;

thony’s election before confirming his

testimony
corroborated
He added, ‘We were in
of setting up a pumpkin

Senate Election Tally

The prospect of a Media Review
Board at GU was raised once again
recently when it was attached to a
Main Campus Finance Subcommittee
recommendation. That recommendation turned down a proposal to grant
tuition compensation to the Editorsin-Chief and Managing Editors of the

one (which had been the original
number of seats open) due to the sudden
resignation
of Senator
Scott
Dirks. Dirks, in his letter to Senate
President Bill Morton cited other

tried to stop me, saying that he had
been told that it was far enough away

for unofficial talleys.)

Writer

SLPC.”

that was recently given to Basketball Coach, John Thompson.

Senate Elections Marked by Controversy
Extraordinary circumstances marked yesterday’s race for Student Senate
in each class, which saw the election of
six senators (one seat is being contested) and a tie for the Senior class

in order

‘“These are people who are concerned
that Georgetown is unable to match
the high salary offers that other larger

programs.

Editor-In-Chief

$350,000

Public

Christenson ‘‘about
alumni and friends

university.
According to Vice President of Student
Affairs
William
Stott,
Jr.,

According
to
Lasnier,
budget
deficits such as this are paid for out of
the positive variance in the Main Campus. Usually these funds go to pay for
improvements on the main campus
such as lighting, furniture, and new

HOYA

the HOYA
enough enprogram to

house for Thompson to live in. He said that this action was not solicited by the

rather than $677,000.

Tamar Pachter

a $350,000

deserved to benefit from it.
According to Director of

pected expenses incurred in the opera-

of

said
John

get the alumni to donate a house, he

$493,000, was largely the result of exLasnier.

I deserve
it,””
basketball coach

Thompson in reference to the universi-

The deficit in Student Affairs was
incurred in the area of Residence Life,

tion

Page 1

adding

that it was a ‘half-way decent figure.’
One shortcoming in this projection
is that it is based on only a 12% increase in financial aid. If, as Financial
Aid Director Ken Kohl has asserted,
this segment of the budget will require
42% of the increase, the tuition in-

crease will be closer to $800.
These recommendations went to the
Budgetary
Advisory
Committee
(BAC) of the Provost on Monday
where they were ‘followed by and
large,”” MCFC Chairman Joseph Petit
said he had been led to understand.
The
MCFC
recommendations
(which
were
subsequently
altered
somewhat by the BAC) will, after a
period of appeal, go to the President
and the Board of Directors for final
approval.
The HOYA
learned from VicePresident for Student Affairs William
Stott that the cut in athletics was
restored somewhat by an increase of

$25,000 over the MCFC recommenda-

tion, but said he still intends to appeal
the decision.
:

main campus budget it trimmed the re-

In a major decision affecting
salaries, the MCFC voted to increase

of the highest.

academic salaries at an average pool of
12% and staff salaries at 11.5%. The

at budgets in a vacuum, so, placing a
15% cap on increases in student services as a whole, the Committee found
itself with only $224,000 left for
athletics. Eventually, that was what
athletics got. (See related stories for
details.)

figure for staff salaries was later adjusted by the BAC down to 11% according to informed sources. Petit
verified that there had been a change
in that figure.
The MCFC also approved a further
1% increase in academic compensation to establish a pool to pay department heads during the summer.
The total of all of these figures is a

quested increase to 30%, leaving it one
The MCFC, however, does not look

Other major cuts occurred in the
general area of Administrative Sup-

$3 million increase in university expen-

port where the MCFC was faced with
over $900,000 in subcommittee recommendations and only $260,000 to

ditures,

allocate after setting an arbitrary 12%

a

12.3%

increase

over

this

year.
Student
Government
President
Dave Goldwyn described the MCFC
meeting as ‘‘the first time I’ve seen this
Committee approach the budget with
both fists swinging.”’
One program subjected to those
punches was the Athletic Department.
Troubled with chronic overspending,
the Athletic Department asked for a
36% increase in its overhead (nonsalary) budget.

The sub-subcommittee in charge of
athletics approached this request, not
as an increase over last year’s budget,
but as an increase over the department’s revised request. They thereby
assumed
that the revised request
represented real needs based on increased costs (from joining the Big
East, Title IX, and travel inflation).
These assumptions were reported in a
subcommittee presentation.

In accordance with the subcommittees’ role of looking at the budget in its
charge without concern for the total

cap for increases in this area.
When they were through, the request of University Relations, including the Offices of Development
and Public Relations was cut by
$150,000, or 34%.
Also cut was General Administration which includes the Office of the
President among others.
These cuts, however, were still insufficient to keep increases within the
12% cap. The increase ended up being
16%.
The difference was made up by
lowering the 12%
cap on Operations
and Maintenance to 9%, all that was
requested by these subcommittees.

This low increase can be credited to
several factors. Utilities increased by
only one and a half percent and the

subcommittee on Physical Plant kept
its increases down to only 5% by
carefully researching inflation claims
and needs for equipment.
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because

Department would estimate when.

have a case of reverse discrimination,’’

A Department of Labor spokesman
told the HOYA that ‘‘all federal contractors must comply with Affirmative
Action regulations or else they will lose
their government con
3
Unlike the previous plan the new
one ‘provides specific goals and
Department of Labor criteria, said
Sabai.
The new plan’s hiring goals are
derived from statistics relating skills
and academic requirements to
availibility figures,
said Sabai.
Availability is based on the current
percentage of qualified minority professors and administrators across the
country and the percentage of Ph.D

said Sabai.
She said that these figures serve as

The new plan also calls for collaboration between supervisory personnel and Affirmative Action.
‘“We’ll have to teach them what it all
‘means, just what the goals are, and
what questions are legal and illegal for
them to ask when recruiting job can~ didates,” said Sabai.

guide posts for long term employment,
and that the University is ‘‘required to
take every good faith effort to achieve

motion for minorities are also focused

tives.
Each department head and dean will

quired by the Civil Rights Act in order

be responsible for attempting to meet

to receive federal grants amount to so

the

much data that the new plan calls’ for

Affirmative

“Department

heads

Action

goals.

will have

more

contact with Affirmative Action than

before,’’ said Sabai.
These goals are not quotas that must
be met, Sabai pointed out. Qualification, not minority standing, will remain

the

primary

‘‘if it were

hiring

criteria

otherwise

we'd

the Affirmative Action goals. If it fails
to meet them, the University will have

to give documented proof that it
tried.”
Sabai stressed that ‘‘under no circumstances could these goals cause
lay-offs. Georgetown will fill the positions through norman attrition-retirement and failure to pass tenure.”’
‘Most of the plan will probably be
accepted,” speculated Sabai. “The
Department of Labor will probably

a

Minority employment goals equalling national and international
availability and departmental accountability for minority hiring highlight
Georgetown’s new Affirmative Action
plan, according to special assistant to
the president on Affirmative Action
Rosemarie Sabai.
The new plan, submitted last
August, will go into effect pending approval by the Department of Labor.
The decision will be made this year,
though neither Sabai nor the Labor

$

“making

resources

available

for

al

candidates. The statistics are broken
down into tenured and non-tenured
faculty categories, and provide each
department with specific hiring objec-

5

a

HE,

by Judd Allen
HOYA Asst. News Editor

7

computer,’ said Sabai.

Upward mobility and forward proon in the new plan. “It’s safe to say
that most minorities are in Associate
professor positions rather that full,”
commented Sabai. ‘“This is true not
only of G.U. but is typical of all
universities. Affirmative Action was
just established a decade ago. It takes
four years to receive a Ph.D., and six
years for tenure. Most black faculty
are at entry level, but as vacancies appear, attempts will be made to fill

Undergraduate Raped and Beaten

them with qualified minorities.

Special to the HOYA

Ol olidied.

A Georgetown undergraduate was
| reportedly raped and brutally beaten

while jogging on Reservoir Road, in
front of the Medical Center, early
Saturday morning. According to Dean
of Student Affairs William Stott, the
woman has as yet been unable to offer
any identifying information about her
assailant. The race and stature of the

a 45 of CUpdaLA

culprit also have yet to be established.
The student was hospitalized, but
has

been

released

and

is

:

{
|

The Dean also pointed out that the
victim was accosted on a route which
she jogged regularly. “A lot of runners
take regular routes, and people will get

to know that,”’ he explained, adding
that it would be advisable rather
vary jogging or walking routes.

In an interview, Stott took the opportunity to emphasize that women
should not go out alone, particularly

to

‘“Georgetown is a low crimé area,’’
said Stott, ‘‘but that doesn’t mean that
you can blithely go out alone.’’

when it is dark, and at hours when
people are not generally out on the

streets. ‘They really ought to go with
someone
it’s dark

else—especially now, when
in the early morning,” he

“There are some real crazies out
there,”’ added Dean of Residence Life
Bill Schuerman.

said.

recuperating at home.
Po

now

National Park as well as Metro
police are conducting the investigation, as the crime allegedly took place
within the jurisdiction of GloverArchibold Park.

CEN

New Affirmative Action Plan

want more details on recruitment. We
will probably
reconcile most
disagreements in informal Jiscugsion:
and be required to report bienially or
even monthly.”’
The extensive statistical information
required to formulate the hiring plans
for the Labor Department and the
salary, title, and race information re-
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Alumni Fund
Aims For

University because it is often the first
question asked when applying for
grant monies. Last year, 23.3% of
Georgetown
alumni
donated,
a
average. This year the Fund is aiming
for at least 25%.
"Dodd said that the Fund prefers
donations which are not earmarked
fora particular group or institution
but which can be used at the University’s discretion.
So far, student response, particularly from the Business School, has been

by Debbie Spar
Staff Writer

i Georgetown’s Alumni

Fund

began

an effort to raise $1.5 million on Tuesday.
The program, entitled A Call for
Georgetown, involves students, local
alumni, ‘and facuty members in an extensive phone campaign aimed at contacting University graduates across the

country.
Morgan

Dodd,

Assistant

Fund

Director, said the Alumni Fund hopes
to achieve its goal by extending its
donor base by 25%, to 15,000.
Last year, the Fund held a drive called R.S.V.P. which raised 1.25 million
in donations.
This year the alumni have aimed for
a ‘“‘new look” for their phone-a-thon
in order to increase revenue and also to
interest more G.U. students.
This ‘“‘new look’’ includes treating

emo) usyders 4q ojoud

HOYA

an

HOYA

A
Oct.

federal

News

volunteers to a free supper, soda, beer
anywhere in the continental U.S.

According

to Dodd,

the emphasis

this year is being placed,

)

not on the

amount of each individual gift, but on

they can write a check for $100.’

the number of donors. He said, ‘“We
hope . everybody
will
try
to

Dodd said that the number of alum-

appeals

court

ruled on

14 that the principal of a Wood-

bridge church school exceeded his constitutional rights when he expelled two
white sisters because he thought one of
them had a black boyfriend.
According to Leonard Graff, cocounsel
for the Gay
People
of
Georgetown
University
(GPGU),

parallels can be drawn between this
case and GPGU’s
suit against
Georgetown University.

An article in the Washington Post
the following day said that Lee Bledsoe,

the

principal

of the

Marumsco

Church

school,

HOYA

Staff Writer

“It is suicidal, omnicidal, genocidal
and completely illegitimate to consider
any war with nuclear weapons; and it

is questionable if we will raise a voice
for

our

own

survival,”’

declared

political activist Daniel Ellsberg in a
speech in Gaston Hall on Thursday,
October 16.

Ellsberg,

a graduate

of

Harvard

University, received national attention
in 1971 when he released portions of
the top secret Pentagon Papers to the
New York Times. The revelation of
the document, which traced U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War, as well
as Elisberg’s subsequent trial, trig-

Mississippi may have an effect on the
GPGU case. In its ruling the U.S.
Court of Appeals of the 5th District

maintained

that interracial dating violates Baptist
tenets, and therefore he had a right to
forbid such relationships because the

held that ‘‘the government has a com-

constitution
guarantees
religious
freedom. The appeals court disagreed
with Bledsoe.
Leonard Rubenstein, president of

pelling
interest
in
eradicating
discrimination in all forms. That compelling interest in eradicating is suffi-

the Virginia American Civil Liberties

posed upon the College’s ‘‘free exercise of religious beliefs.”’ -

cient to justify the minimal burden im-

Union, was quoted in the Post as saying ‘‘the school was claiming falsely
that religious freedom was involved,
but it was really plain, old, secular
garden-variety racism.’’
Graff also told the HOYA that a recent decision on a case involving
discrimination
against
a black
employee by a Baptist College in

The GPGU is suing Georgetown for
official
recognition
and
funding,
which the University has witheld on,
the grounds that recognizing a gay
group would violate certain tenets of
Catholicism.
The case is still at a stand-still while
D.C. Superior Court Judge Leonard
Braman decides whether a trial will be
held or whether he will judge the case
summarily.
According to Graff, there are no
time limits set on the Judge’s decision.
‘A tentative trial date has been set for
February 19th,” said Graff, ‘‘and
technically the judge could wait until
then to decide whether a trial will be

gered court battles over freedom of the
press,
national
security,
and
the
powers
of the
executive
branch.
Federal charges filed against Ellsberg
were dropped when it was discovered
the government
engaged
in wiretapping, burglary, and other illegal activities to incriminate him.
Ellsberg urged the crowd of GU
students present to demonstrate nonviolently
against
nuclear
weapons
stating, ‘“You can make yourselves be
heard and you can have an effect.”
The speech was jointly sponsored by
the GU Undergraduate Lecture Fund,
Students For Peace, The Center for
Peace Studies, and the Washington
Area Peace Center. According to
Ellsberg the fee he receives will go to
the Jonah house.

Public
Managers

The Program
leads toan M.S. in
Public Management and Policy
Analysis. The

Carnegie
Mellon
University

project-oriented
curriculum provides a solid
foundation in management skills and

Associated Press

—After Dark

“The most thoroughly adult movie ever made
in the English language.”
—Maclean's Magazine

333-2897

OPEN

Wisc.&K Sts
EVERY NIGHT!

ni who give is a vital statistic for the

Elisberg Promotes Activism
by John P. McCarthy

PICTURES.”

“ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST FILMS."

o

participate...whether it is five, ten, or
fifteen dollars.”’ Recent graduates will
be special targets of the new fundraising drive. Dodd advises these people that they **do not have to wait until

and a free ten minute phone call to

Baptist

Editor

PAINTED

strong, although the Fund still needs

GPGU Case Strengthened by Recent Ruling
by Sarah Rosenson

“NICOLAS ROEG MAKES MOVIES
THE WAY PABLO PICASSO

volunteers. “It is the students who
have the most to gain from alumni
donations,’’ concluded Dodd.

Students man (sorry-person) the phones in the annual

held. As a practical matter, though, he
will probably let us know if a trial is
going to be held in time for us to
prepare for it.”

:

A month ago the D.C. government filed a motion defending the constitutionality

of

the

D.C.

Human

Rights Law of 1977 ‘on which the
GPGU case is largely built and which
the University has challenged. ‘The city’s action is good for the students
politically and psychologically,” said
Graff, “but I don’t think it will have

an effectijn terms of the time-frame of
the case.’

100% Job Placement in government, private
consulting firms,
and corporations
since SUPA graduated its first class
in 1972.

professional,

Financial
available.

Aid is

produces dynamic

managers for the
public and
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Director of Photography Anthony Richmond
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Associate Producer Tim Van Rellim
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DIRECTED BY NICOLAS ROEG
A Recorded Picture Company Production Filmed in Technovision
A Sondra Gilman [Louise Westergaard Presentation
A WORLD NORTHAL FILM

OUTER CIRCLE
4849 Wisc. Ave., NW.
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TeBoye.
Since 1920

Shoot or Pass

have

we

gram),

Rienzo

has pointed

could,

shouldn’t

the contributions

alumni be used for endeavors more central to
this University’s mission, namely education?
If Georgetown continues to up the ante to entice Coach Thompson to stay here every time he

to the $160,000

which the Hoyas generated in post-season play.

He claimed that this money did not go back to

receives a major offer from some other school,

the Athletic Department, but to the University’s
general fund. Last spring, however, a sum equal
to this amount was transferred from the Univer-

Either we will bankrupt the positive variants
of the main campus, leaving nothing for needed

one of two things will happen:
improvements such as better lighting on campus

sity’s general fund to the Athletic Department.
According to basketball coach John Thompson,
the $160,000 was spent on such vital projects as
training room improvements, refurbishing
Thompson’s

second floor McDonough

and furniture for the Intercultural Center; or we
will have to increase tuition.
Neither of these alternatives can be tolerated.
Somewhere,
sooner or later, the Athletic
Department’s budget will have to be cut. Who is
going to make the decision? Athletic Director
Rienzo? Dean of Student Affairs William Stott?

offices,

“and installing a kitchenette to serve food for the
press.
-~
In essence then, none of the money which
GU'’s basketball program brought in last year
went anywhere but right back to the basketball

University President Fr. Timothy Healy?
- You can only pass the ball around the court so
long before you have to shoot or turn it over.

program. What makes the situation even more

| No Bite

of outside

supervision

following comments.
During my term of office as President
of the Graduate Students
Organization, I have had the opportunity of meeting both Dave Goldwyn
and Renita Dixon as well as other
undergraduate members of the Main
Campus Finance Committee. Several

times an adversarial relationship existed between

us when

we were

con-

fronted with complex issues affecting
the graduate and undergraduate student bodies. Nevertheless, it was quite
. clear that Mr. Goldwyn
and his
associates were doing their duty as
resourcefully,
diligently
land
as

painstakingly as their course schedules
would permit.
I was dismayed to find ‘‘lazy’’ and
“‘timid”” among the adjectives used to

student members

by

a media
?

At the recommendation of a University-wide
task force on the student press and the Student
Life Policy Committee, Vice-President for Stu-

of the MCFC

dent Affairs William Stott agreed to request additional funds for financing a tuition credit. He
failed to do this in the formal budget process,
although he has submitted a request to the

criticism reflects an editorial responsibility that is appalling and an ig-

Budget Advisory Committee as an addendum to
his budget.
Better late than

never.

Perhaps

we

should

consider it a good sign that Stott requested the
allocation before requiring GU’s student editors
to aquiese to a media board.

Despite the allegations of Dean of Residence
Life Bill Schuerman, the student press is indeed
responsible and accountable to the Georgetown

community.

Student editors are highly

sensitive to criticism expressed in letters and columns received from readers.
Indeed, it would be in the interest of those
who would like to see better student journalism,
to grant the editors compensation. In this way,
they could afford, in terms of time and ‘money,

to devote more time to improving the quality of
their publications.

pugn their dedication is manifestly unMs.

Sarah Rosenson, News Editor
John Reagan, Sports
Carolyn Jones, Asst. Arts Editor
Beth Arnone, Photo Editor
John Greco, Features
Bill Henry, Cinema Editor
Paul Nightingale, Asst. Photo Editor
Paul Sutphin, Viewpoint
Alane Keller, Advertising Manager
Michael Machel, Business Manager
Michael Coscia, Copy

P

olicy

and
their
before
a

that it was the students who supported

be printed.
HOYA.

welcomes

all suffer from the ravages of inflation,
and the University is hardly immune.
Utilities and other expenses have

and helped in

All letters become
Ls
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will withhold a

i

wees)

letter

RO
S T R UM
a
A
than letters, and explore a particular topic in more
depth. We welcome Rostrum submissions from all
sectors of the University community. A writer’s
name will not be withheld from a Rostrum.
To facilitate inclusion in the following Friday’s
issue, letters are due no later than Tuesday and

every year is beyond our control. We

s

The writing, articles, layout, pictures, and format are the responsibility of the Board of Editors and do not necessarily represent the views of the administration, faculty, Jf
and students of Georgetown University unless specifically stated. Signed columns represent the opinions of the authors and do not necessarily represent the editorial position
Orjverd y
subscribes to the principle
of
ible freedom
of
exp
for
dent
editors.

HOYA

The

tuition hike we are all subjected to

CINEMA: Greg Kitsock, Tom Ehrenfeld, Christina Garcia, Mary Hartigan, Alane Keller, Bill Latham, Frank Markle, Don
Murphy, Bill Vanigen, Susan Waterman.

Rukh
of holiday
and
p ode).
iption
Rate: $8.00 per year. Address
all correspondence to the HOYA, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. 20057, Tel. (202) 625-4554. The HOYA is printed at the Northern Virginia Sun, Arlington, Va.

. The

name from publication, but no unsigned letters will

X

excepti

Mukund Chorgrade, President

Graduate Student Organization

home address. If desired, the HOYA

the raising of faculty salaries, student
stipends and financial aid packages at
leading "universities and presented

NEWS: Barry Nigro,Ron Walters,Myo Maung,John Reagan,Don Murphy,Carrie O’ Neill,Susan Burke, Linda Gradstein, Patricia Cooper, Patricia Kean,Pat Singer,Joh
McCarthy, Aquiles Suarez,Chris Ann Baker,Lon Singer,Steve Grundman,Cyndy Wilkins, Daniel Lubin, Nick Rosen,Joan Corsello,Alan Goudiss,Len Schoppa

in our best in:

~ and clarity.
Best read letters are under 300 words in length. All
letters must be signed and should include the writer’s
school and class, or position with the University, or

Contributing Editors
David Scott Pearce, Chuck Davis

" The HOYA is published each week of the academic year (with the

and not

doublespaced. We reserve the right to edit for length

Associate Editors
Joel Szabat, Greg Kitsock

GRAPHIC ARTS: Tom Meyer, Paul Sutphin, Kevin Waldren, Peter Huvos.

productive
terests.

and guest columfls (Rostrums) from our readers and
make every effort to publish as many submissions as
possible. All submissions should be delivered to the
HOYA
office in Copley basement, typed and

Eb 58

ARTS: Yolanda Martin, James Jones,Laurence Sebesta,Courtney Walsh, Tobie Hazard.

their supposed inefficiency is counter-

°

low while maintaining the quality of
education. Permit me to remind you

wHo To VOTE

it is up to all of us to make it work.
Merely berating the student leaders for

The HOYA Letter

tion papers’ to the MCFC. They work
as hard as anyone and are extremely
vocal in their demands to keep tuition

Kiow

limitations is our government and that

one) benefits the minorities too. The.
Office of Minority Student Affairs

sent comprehensive memos and ‘‘posi-

ONE

American hostages and their families
drew only a handful of spectators. I
think it is up to all to recognize that
Student Government, with all ‘its

listed above (tutoring being the chief -

some of these meetings and can testify
to the meticulous planning that goes
into them. The student leaders analyze
all material presented to them and pre-

JEEZ | owry

to us to cooperate
Government leaders

and make it a viable entity. Student

of us agree that some of the services

fat” off the University budget. To im-

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

them, can only deal
at a time. This they

apathy has reached endemic proportions at Georgetown. A recent, wellorganized programme regarding the

services,
Corp
lease
and
other
achievements of the S.G. have helped
the student body. Could it have been
achieved if the student leaders were
lazy?
Goldwyn and Dixon have also been
castigated for not improving the lot of
minorities at Georgetown. I am sure all

identifying problem areas to ‘‘trim the

Margaret Eustace, Arts Editor

time available to
with certain issues
have tried to do.
I think it is up
with the Student

attendence record.
The late night GUTS runs, tutoring

skyrocketed. You can rest assured that
the student members of the MCFC
have worked hard to keep this increase

Tamar Pachter, Editor-In-Chief
Geoff R. Di Rito, Managing Editor

government. The leaders in the limited

load? I think one would find it hard to
identify members of any university
committee (students, faculty, and administration) who have a 100 percent

meeting of the MCFC. I have attended

to a minimum

a

student too, carrying a heavy course

that is lamentable.

down

and has made

ballyhoo about Mr. Goldwyn not attending the meeting. Does it occur to
Ms. Pachter that Mr. Goldwyn is a

norance about the true state of affairs

them to members of the MCFC.

Pachter attended a meeting of

‘‘these neophytes’’

reflecting student interests. This unfair

The
student
leaders
associates
always
meet

does help in the assimilation of such
minorities on campus. One has to
recognize the limitations of student

fair.

have

never discussed a united, cogent policy

Board of Editors

SPORTS:

Nd
A
Er

To the Editor,
The intensely personal criticism of
the leaders of the Student Government, by Tamar Pachter (Hoya, Sept.
19, 1980), prompts me to offer the

portray the student body leadership.
The editor has also implied that the

The Student Affairs Sub-Committee of the
- MCFC was within its perogative to deny funding for compensation to the editors of the GU
student press. However, it far overstepped the
bounds of its mandate and its expertise by insisting that compensation not be granted until
the student press and student editors can be held
‘‘accountable’’ to the University community.
The sub-committee recommended that a
Media Board be established to monitor the
quality of the student press, and determine in
that context whether editors ‘‘deserve’’ to be
compensated for their work.
It would be euphemistic to describe this approach as ‘‘carrot and stick.’’ ‘It is outright
blackmail.
The student press cannot accept any offer of
compensation which is in any way linked to a

concept
board.

Student Government: Another Perspective
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Affairs would

md

Student

toe

grand,

finished in the black.
In defending hisDepartment’s expenditures (a
lion’s share of which went to the basketball pro-

wv ow ‘ey

hundred

®

it is unlikely that the University could

raise enough in alumni donations to foot the entire bill for such a project. Even supposing that

REC

tions,

This means that if it were not for the Athletic
two-

DN

basketball program. Despite the coach’s conten- -

enough revenue to offset these costs.
of nearly

ERED

rns

would like to replace rickety McDonough Gym- nasium with an arena better suited to a big-time

overexpenditure

NL

mei

anticipated.

Department’s

SUIS

FN

NM

family. Supposedly, the house was given to us
gratis by alumni and ‘‘friends.’’ It has not been
revealed, however, who will pay the yearly property taxes on this piece of real estate.
Furthermore, Thompson has stated that he

Residence Life, in fact, brought in more than

and had been

-

Recently, the University acquired a $350,000
home to house the basketball coach and his

|overspent
its budget
by $184,000,
and
Residence Life ran $493,000 deficit.
Residence Life’s Deficit, however, was incurred largely because of construction problems

| with Village A,

NM

Ty

that he feels he is worth the fringe benefits which
he is getting. This has never been questioned.
Rather, the question is, can we afford Thompson?
It is not only the Athletic Department deficit
and the renovations on second McDonough.

fiscal year 1980 $102,00 in the red. Two areas
under Student Affairs ran up huge deficits exceeding this amount: The Athletic Department

i

this week

as

Let’s explain by starting at the beginning.
The Department of Student Affairs finished

told the HOYA

rm:

two alternatives for students, both of them bad.

8 :

0 ILZ
77

deficits in his Department, it will mean one of

subse-

7

If Student Affairs allows Rienzo to get away
with this deception and continue to run up huge

fund and

7
) Di

Coach Thompson

sent back down to McDonough Gymnasium.

A SRAM

the general

quently spent, University administrators knew
the Athletic Department was going to run up a
sizable deficit. Why wasn’t the $160,000 used to
help offset that deficit?

v
%

made in post-season play. He claims that it went
to the general fund of the university. In fact, it
did, but only for a brief laundering before being

transferred from

_

sisting on having his cake and eating it too, with regard to the money that the basketball team

irresponsible is that the time the money was

3

is in-

_

Rienzo

Y

X.

ZA

Francis

DD_

Director

Dn 2

Athletic
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British Oppression: The Reality of Northern Ireland in 1980

on

i

Jan
a

his

Army. The Army failed to prevent an

Rostrum column last week (A Different Reality: An English Perspective of Northern Ireland) that ‘‘It is important to note that it is to the past
of Ireland--not
the
present--that:
many
Americans
have
been
exposed.”
1 totally agree with Mr.

Rogers

illegal Orange march, whose sole
intent was provocation, through a
small Catholic enclave in Belfast.

Rogers.

pointed

However,

out

the

in

reality

Rogers
calls questionable,
has
been condemned
by Amnesty
International (AI). The European Commission on Human Rights found Britain guilty of torturing these very
same prisoners.
Surely Jim could
have mentioned these facts.

+ Shortly afterwards, the IRA killed four
Protestant terrorists who were attempting to burn a Church down.

he

—

i

rn

a

rk

oe

Fl A

chose
to
present
is filled
with
numerous
distortions,
misrepresentations
and
factual
inaccuracies.

Rogers also fails to treat certain fun-

whether

damental
issues
which
must
be
discussed
before
any question of
peace can be considered.
The British Army was sent into Ulster
in
1969
primarily because
the
police force (the RUC) was unable
to protect
the
Catholic
minority
The Army was called when the
from annihilation. Mr. Rogers fails to
alarm was first sounded, but chose
mention this failure by the police.
not to stop the razing. In response toThe RUC was in fact responsible for
those two events, a forty-eight hour
the attacks upon
Catholics.
They
curfew was imposed on the Falls
stood by and allowed an Orange
Road and a house to house search
(Protestant) mob to ambush a Civil
conducted.
Rights march. The police ran amok
' In light of the fact that similar acin Catholic areas of Derry city (the
tions were not taken in Protestant
Bogside),
smashing
windows
and
areas, the Catholic minority decidintimidating
people.
The
matter
ed that the Army was the enemy. It
came to a head when an Orange
was not until 1972 that they became
mob and the Ulster equivalent to
. targets. To quote Rogers:
our, National Guard, the B Specials,
Prominent
examples
of queslaid siege to the Bogside for four
tionable activities on the part of the
days. It was in response to the acArmy
and
authorities
include
tions of the police force, not the Pro‘Bloody Sunday’’, when troops fired
testants going wild, that the Army
on a crowd, and the treatment of
was brought in in August, 1969.
prisoners in jails such as the Maze
There is one underlying assumpprison and H-Block.
tion that is responsible for all the
This
quote
represents
a large
distortions. Mr. Rogers assumes that
understatement.
“Bloody
Sunday’’
the British Army retaliated against
was
a
massacre.
British
the IRA and that the Army, and the
paratroopers fired into an unarmBritish people, only became brutal
ed, demonstrating
crowd,
killing
and tough in response to the peothirteen
(including
a priest adple they were fighting. This is an erministering last rites), and wounroneous assumption as any rational
ding sixteen others. The Army mainanalysis of the facts bears witness.
tained that they were fired upon.
The IRA was an impotent, virtually
Foreign journalists who were prenon-existent force in 1969. Their sole
sent and a British government inconcern was self-defense.
3
quiry believed otherwise.
The Catholic nationalist minority
The IRA’s campaign of violence
welcomed the British troops when
was in retaliation to British Army
they first arrived. I remember drinkbrutality.
The
Army
became
a
ing tea and saying the rosary ‘with
legitimate
target
for attack
after
“Green Jackets’ (British troops) on
‘Bloody Sunday, not betore it. It is
the
Falls
Road
in
1969.
Most
worth
noting
that
the eighteen
Catholics thought
that the Army
soldiers killed at Warrenpoint wer¢
was going to deliver them from opmembers of the same paratroope
pression.
regiment that was responsible fo
It was not until July3-s, 1970’ that
Bloody Sunday.
the 0ST RUM
“E faith in the
The treatment of prisoners. which

lawfully obtained.
The
economc
condition
of the
Northern Ireland
‘‘statelet’’ is also
misrepresented. It never was a prosperous, industrial area. The labor

mes

ee

rear Er
a

V.

Schall,

these

confessions

were

force is largely unskilled--witness the
ogers
implies
that
convictions
against terrorist have been hard to
get. The truth, in what is becoming
an
all too
obvious
pattern,
is
somewhat
different. The British

I begin my course at Georgetown°
University with a bird’s-eye view of the
destructive
capacity
of
nuclear
weapons. I show, with slides and
figures drawn from U.S. military and
scientific
sources, what
one
20
.megaton nuclear bomb would do if
dropped on New York City. I point
out the 10 mile radius of death from
blast, the 39 mile radius of firestorm
and the 4,800 mile area of radiation
from drifting clouds of death. In this
manner, using scales developed by the
United States, I show the student that
in New York City alone 2 million people would die from one bomb. That is
10 times more than all the battle deaths

in all the wars in American history.
Some students react with ‘‘I thought
we were going to study peace theology,
but I find myself scared. You are trying to scare us!”
3
I reply, “If the danger is real
shouldn’t you be scared?”’
When the two Berrigan brothers and
their six companions entered the G.E.
Plant outside
of Philadelphia
on
September 9th and poured blood on
the blueprints of the nuclear Mark 12
weapons, they were trying to get us to
see what I try to get my students to see:
the threat to our very survival in

nuclear weapons.

also an economic one, even a mutual

their thoughts which are perceived and

contractual obligation of the kind that

grasped by the students, and not the
sciences themselves which they convey

lawyers are trying to define in the
courts in order to attack tenure and the

through

is so

vagaries of rambling professors. Such

stupidly curious as to send his son to

violate the law? Why destroy

33,000

nuclear

warheads

in our

stockpile. These warheads carry 350
kilotons of explosive power, which is

about

thirty

times the

size

of

the

Hiroshima bomb, which killed 100,000
people. Mark 12A warheads, when

a confidence that is willing to admit to
oneself that the teacher has probably

Hoya air. Furthermore, I am one of
those who think we learn in order to

the student, knows

learn the truth, so the prestige of a

all leads. To be a student, in other

whether what has been explained has .

into the classroom is at best a failure to

been said truly; looking of course to
that interior truth, according to the

understand things beyond politics, the
most important things really.
At
a university,
students
and
teachers are formally related to each

university is not necessarily a good
criterion of education. I know a lot of
famous places wherein you can learn a
lot of things that are not true.
Moreover, you can be a good student
and not be very bright, just as so-

words, requires a certain modicum of
humility. On the other hand, it also requires a certain amount of faith in
oneself, a certain self-insight that
makes a person realize that he can
learn something that seems unlearn-

school

that he may

teacher thinks?
pupils consider

learn

what

the

...Those who are
within themselves

Thus they learn, and when the interior
truth makes know to them that true
things have been said, they applaud....
--St. Augustine, De Magistro, Chapter

XIV, 389 A.D.

other

because

something else.
ty’’ of teaching
independent of
ship of student

each
The
and
the
and

is

related

to

essential ‘‘activilearning is mostly
personal relationteachaer, if there

have

obligations

teachers. I know that
strange doctrine, but let
doubt,
someone
will
teachers also have an

to

sounds like
it stand. No
object
that
even greater

obligation to students. But the former
doctrine if less popular, especially
among students, is probably more important; for students are, in some

sense, : spiritual

beings

and

have,

therefore, precisely ‘obligations.’ The
teacher at least probably knows his
basic obligation, even if he does not
practice it; the student may not yet
know. The teacher-student relation-

can be very bright in native

I

ability but quite a poor specimen of a
student. Some wag once said that college education is when the notes of the
professor pass into the notebooks of

think, of the ideal of the small, intimate atmosphere where everyone can

the students through the minds of
neither. The purest learning probably

even be such. Too much is made,
Students

meone

certain modicum
a certain amount
amount of faith
that he can learn

Something

can

be

shared without becoming less, this is
what teaching and learning is about.

Some writers, indeed, like Mortimer
Adler, will say that there are
teachers, only different degrees

no
of

learners. There is considerable truth.
here if understood properly. I do not
think I have ever assigned anything to
students that I did not want to learn
myself-even if I already knew it.

Something worth learning is worth
learning again. Indeed, most things
you cannot learn at all if you do not attempt to learn them again. A teacher is
someone distinguished only by the fact
that he has more time than most to
learn
again,
someone
who
has

hopefully tried to learn again more
often.
Society
desperately
needs
enclaves like monasteries and univerERE

Eee

The teacher-student
relationship is, in fact,

primarily a spiritual
relationship...
IR

something that seems unlearnable in the
beginning....

sities

wherein

men

and

women

really

have

such leisure.
At a place like Georgetown, where
the student or his good parents have to
pay a heavy, non-deductible penny to
keep him here, the issue of a student’s
responsibility to the teacher may be

‘‘get

to

know

each

other.””’

Most of the best things I ever learned
were in huge classrooms-some even
‘here at Georgetown,
I remember
. ‘especially Professor Rudolf Allerswhere the teacher never looked at you,
but wisdom did. I do not want to deny
that
sometimes-rarely,
probably,
especially in the Aristotelian sense-students and teachers become friends.
But at universities, students are usually
too busy becoming friends with each
other-and changing friends, as Aristotle said-ever to worry much about crotchety old Professor Jones, or Schall,

as the case might be.
But I have had too many students in

class over the years, in San Francisco,
in Rome, now even here, to think that
normally a professor is going to know
many students in more than a formal
fashion during a brief semester or two
in Government 117 or whatever it may
be. Knowing students too well can in
fact be something of an impediment to
learning,
especially for the other

* takes place in direct speech with those

who

know

or when

we

are

alone,

when, as my classes recall with Cicero,
we are never less alone. With our
memories, with our books, we can also
be taught by teachers like Plato and St.
Augustine, who are not actually living

before us.

|

Georgetown, like other universities,
has a grading system for teachers by
the students, something that can be

helpful

or

vindictive

or

worthless,

able in the beginning. This trust in
‘the teacher also implies that the student, if he has trouble understanding,
make this known
to the teacher.
Teachers just assume everything they
say or illustrate is luminously clear. A
student does a teacher a favor by saying, “I do not understand this,’’ but
he should first really try before speak-

obligation to judge teachers fairly and
frankly, both. But likewise the teacher
must judge the students not merely
against each other, but against the
standard of the discipline, against the

performance of the best. The teacher
. always stands, as it were, for the
higher law of the best before the student, even though teaching is also the
effort to pass on what can be learned,
even if it be a minimum. This is why
Aristotle had said of God that even if

ter at hand, to the reason why they are

our performances, good or bad, no
matter how much we have beaten the

in the same place, at the same time,
with a kind of mutual awe before
something they neither created or
made.

where the standard of par looms over
others in the foursome we are actually
playing in.
This

opponent.
~The British policy towards Ulster
has been one of benign
neglect.
Throughout their history, the British
have kept people subjugated because
of race; in Northern Ireland they use
religion to replace race with Roman
Catholic the substitute for being nonwhite. The relationship between Protestant and
Catholic
in Northern

being

said,

let me

state

the

Belfast, as well as several Christmas
and Easter vacations.
[ was almost
shot dead twice, once by the Army and
once by Loyalist paramilitaries. I have
lost some very close friends, who were.
not involved in any fighting.
There will never be peace in Northern
Ireland
until
the
British
withdraw -- not just their army , but
there government as well.
Northern
Ireland is an artificially created and artificially maintained state. The British
government government is spending
what amounts to $6,000 per man,
woman and child to keep the province
afloat. Until the British withdraw, the
Protestant majority will not give an
inch.

®
mounted on a Minuteman III missile,
can decimate a ninety square mile
area. If they are mounted on the MX
missile, as is planned, they will be able

~ to wipe out a 250 square mile area.
The

Berrigans

see us preparing

to

spend $157 billion on our war budget
next year. Dan says, ‘‘How far will we
be willing to go in giving our money to
the military? We give 66% of our
budget now for military-related expenses. Are we ready to go to 95%?
Are we willing to see more millions

starve around the world to do this?’

said,

when

we

possess the

though he hopes they laughed-or his

The student ought to
have the virtue of
docility...he owes the
teacher the capacity

of being taught

tests, but the internal possession of the
subject matter itself. The student
ought to become independent of the
teacher to the point of even forgetting
his name, but not of the truth he learn-

the metal with hammers? Was it wrong
for the early Americans

to dump

tea

into Boston Harbor? Was it wrong for
Martin Luther King to violate racist
eating laws? The answer to each case
is, “No, it was not wrong.”” It was
violation of a law that puts property

.

Everything tht Hitler did was legal
once he became head of state. He

made the law, but he made many evil
laws.

The truth is no one can win a
nuclear war. The truth is we are as
naked to the nuclear weapons of our
enemy as they are to ours. The truth is
that politicians lie to us when they say
we are more secure with more nuclear
weapons. The truth is that General
Electric prepares ‘‘good things for
death,’’ contrary to their boast, “We
bring good things to life.”’

When our
preparations

deaths,

government shields the
for deaths,
all our

under the name

of law, we

desecrate law as Hitler did.
We don’t do it openly because we

are still a free people. We hide from
the people our preparations for their
death. We make them pay for the
nuclear cyanide that we will breathe in
after the first nuclear exchange.

The Berrigans and their friends want
General Electric wants us to see it as
the makers of electric fans, not the
builders of ovens worse than Hitler's.
Ovens that can cross the ocean and
cremate a city full of people.

government
money
to spend
on
nuclear weapons. The Berrigans want

wills. This is thus mostly a spiritual
thing with roots of the profoundest
sort in metaphysics and ethics. In the
beginning, we only have a ‘blank
tablet,” as Aristotle said, but it is a
brain and not just a nothing. We can
- only
discover
something,
even
ourselves,
by
being
first
given
* something.
Students do not, as St. Augustine
said, go to schools to learn what the
professors happen to think. Rather,
they go that they might, along with
their professors, hear together the ‘inner truth’ of things, a grace that
engages all alike in one enterprise that
takes them beyond the confusions and
confines of the classroom to the heart
of reality, that to which our own intellects ought
to
‘‘conform,”
as

But couldn’t they do it some other
way than breaking the law? The law
they broke is not God’s law. Turn the
case around and ask, Would it have
ben wrong for a German priest to go
into the factory where Hitler’s workers
were making gas chambers and pour
blood on the blueprints and damage

above human life.
They
attacked
the missiles
at
General Electric to wake us up, to help
us to see the truth.

of docility. He owes the teacher his

Aquinas

“we ought to spend as much time as we
can learning what we can. Classrooms
are, then, in a sense, like golf courses,

class-acceptio

dustry.
This is the reality of Northern
Ireland today. Two polarized communities exist. Even the educational
facilities
are separate.
There
are
two
acceptable
reactions
to a
crisis. The first is to get on your knees
and pray to God. The second is to
go down on one knee, lift a gun,
and try to shoot the head off you

The Berrigans want us to be respon-

truth. When a teacher, crusty as he
may be, sees his students in a class
which will never meet again, leave his
classroom for the last time at the end
of some Fall or Spring semester, he
wants them to carry with them not so
much the memories of his jokes-

sonarum, as Aquinas called it. The activity of learning goes on, perhaps
even better, when student and teacher
are addressing themselves to the mat-

the

a

sible for what we do when we give our

out, and used. So students have some

we cannot learn much about him, still

in

not

in the in-

The student ought to have the virtue

depending on how it is designed, filled

per-

students

EE

where and how it

actually refuse this, of our own free

relationship--both share in what is not,

theirs.

been through the matter, and, unlike

capacity of being taught. We must
allow ourselves to be taught. We can

ship is, in fact, primarily a spiritual
properly,

obligations of students. The first, particularly operative during the first
weeks: of a semester, is a moderately
good will towards the teacher, a trust,

ing.

To be a student...requires a
of humility...it also requires
of faith in oneself, a certain
that makes a person realize

is

Philip Berrigan, a former Josephite
priest, has written five books, lectured
all over this country hundreds of times
for fifteen years.
Despite all this, they see the danger
growing worse, not less. The Mark
12A warhead, whcih they dented a bit
with hammers, has the destructive
capacity to devastate three cities of
100,000 each. They are part of the

because I think some abuse is in the

who

there

employed

we can do something about it, if we are
willing to pay the price.
“Well, why can’t they just say
that?’’ They have said it over and over
again since 1964. Dan Berrigan, who is
a Jesuit: priest, has written about
thirty-three books--almost all of them
bearing on this point. He has lectured
in over one hundred colleges and
universities on many continents on this
topic.

legal efforts to make the studentteacher relationship contractual are
probably already signs of civilizational
decay. The attempt to bring ‘‘justice’’.

For

because

single Catholic

suffering. They want to show us that

But here, it is the functioning of the
student I am concerned about. From
my experience here at Georgetown, I
would say the students are good
students, so I am not writing this

thinking?

industry

Ireland is similar to the relationship
between whites and blacks in the
Southern
United
States.
Election
districts have been gerrymandered,
and job and housing discrimination is
rampant.
I'do not know that much about Northern Ireland. I have only spent the
last eighteen summer
vacations in

government property? Why don’t they
teach about it like I do?
They believe they are teaching by
their actions. They expect they will be
in jail for their actions. They hope to
rouse us from our lethargy by their

Owes His Teacher

For do teachers profess that it is

facing Ulster today. No Catholic in
Ulster cares about the shipbuilding

Berrigans Teach Truth About Nukes

e

Why

problems John De Lorean is having
trying to build an automobile factory there.
:
i
The
shipbuilding
industry
is a
perfect
example
of the problems

SJ:

What A Student

measure of which each of us is able.

rm

government
established
Diplock
Courts, which are non-jury courts, to
deal with terrorist offenses. Ninetyfour percent of the cases brought
before these Courts results in a conviction. Eighty-nine percent of those
convictions
are based
upon
confessions
extracted
from
suspects.
Access to a lawyer is also denied.
_ In view of the AI report and the
report by the European
Commission, one has to seriously question

us to live, not be radiated to death in

to stop this process. They want us to
choose life, instead of death. They
show us dramatically that such a
choice may cost much. They give us a
good example of being ready to pay
with their freedom to warn us of our
danger.

Fr.Richard
McSorley,
S.J.
is
Associate Professor of Theology.

an

an insane war.
not about class lists
tenure of professors.

and

rank

and

So the student owes to his teacher
the effort of study. A good teacher, I

think, ought to exercise a mild ‘‘coercion”’ on his
pressure
that

students,
accounts

students-Augustine

said it well-when

the students actually learn, when they
actually
think
the
thoughts
of

a

kind of
for their

lethargy and fallenness and distractions, a pressure that indicates that the
professor wants the student to learn,
lets him know it is important, one that
-has the purpose of guiding the student
- through the actual thought process,
the actual exercise of his mind on the

mankind, when the ‘interior truths’ of
things themselves
actually make
known to them, in their own minds, as
a result of their own going through

The student ought to
become

point of forgetting

his name...
what

matter at hand. Few students, I think,
on being first given The Republic of
Plato or The Confessions of St.
Augustine to read will bounce right up
to their room, shut off the stereo,
cancel a date, and proceed to ponder
the eternal verities. The teacher who
assigns such books-and a university in
which they are not assigned has little
claim to that noble name-always must
wonder if the intrinsic fascination, the

thinking through of such works will
somehow
reach into his students’
minds, so that the next time they read
Plato or Augustine they will do so
because they want to, because they are
challenged by them, and not because
they might get a C- if they do not.

Thus, the student owes the teacher
trust, docility, effort, thinking. And
- what is it the teacher can expect of his

independent

of the teacher to the

the

teacher

hopefully

advises,

guides, what he has said? Only then,

Augustine
passage,
plaud

said,

in

a

‘‘they applaud...’

not

so much

marvelous

They ap-

the teacher

who

was once like them, the teacher whom
they will soon

forget,

but the ‘inner

truth’ itself, which, as Aristotle also
said, is a part of the ‘‘all things’ of
reality which we are given, which we
actually ‘‘become,’’ which we are
blessed to know even by ourselves in
this vale of tears. Ultimately, teaching
is an act of humility, as is learning, the

realization that the highest things of
which we possess are to be shared, can

be shared, and none of us is the less in
the learning.
-Fr. James

Fr. James
Associate

V. Schall

V. Schall, S.J. is an
Professor

of Government.

:
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Rostrum / Chuck Arian, SFS ‘81

Pragmatic Liberals Must Vote Carter
On

November

4,

Americans

will

make the crucial choice that will help
determine the fate of their own country and the rest of the world. For
liberals, the choice available is not a
happy one. Yet the choice must be
made, the léver in the voting booth
must be pulled. It is my contention
that the only thing for liberals to do is
to pull that lever, however reluctantly,
for Jimmy Carter.
In point of fact, either Carter or
Reagan
will be inaugurated come
January 20. Anyone who thinks otherwise
is hopelessly
deluded.
And
rhetoric and weeping aside, there are
critical differences between the two.
In economics, Carter admittedly has
a dismal record. He has mismanaged

the

economy

and

cynically used

unemployment as a weapon against inflation, contrary to the traditions and
principles of the Democratic Party.
But there is no basis for thinking that
someone who called unemployment insurance
‘‘a
paid
vacation
for
freeloaders’” and whose tax policy
consists of inflationary giveaways to
the very wealthy, who constitute the
backbone of the GOP, will be any better. If anything, Reagan will be even
worse for labor and the poor than
Carter has been so far.

Carter’s appointments of judges and
other officials have on the whole been
sound,
with many more qualified
female and minority appointees than
any President before him. And Carter
supports the ERA and the pro-choice
position. Do liberals really want four
years. of Reagan appointees? Do we
want a President who opposes ERA,
even if he says he will appoint a
woman
(perhaps Anita Bryant or
Phyllis Schlafly?) to the Supreme
Court?
In foreign policy, Carter clearly outshines Reagan for the liberal. In Latin
America, he has realigned the United
States with the forces of progress and
against the forces of right-wing repression. He negotiated the Panama Canal
treaties, which Reagan opposed. He

has helped

stabilize the situation in

Nicaragua,

supporting

a progressive

regime. Reagan would cut off all aid to
Nicaragua, thus virtually forcing the
Sandinistas into Castro’s arms. In
Bolivia and El Salvador, the U.S. is
supporting democratic movements and
opposing totalitarianism of both left
and right. Reagan, as has been his
wont,
would
brand
all non-right
regimes ‘‘communist’’ and support
whichever
bloodthirsty
colonel
or
general happens to be in power.

In the Middle East, Carter has more
or less followed a reasonable course,
improving relations with such coun-

tries as Egypt and Somalia without
weakening traditional and necessary
support for Israel. And can we forget
Camp David, a major step on the road
to peace?
Carter,
despite. some
regrettable
lapses, brought in and supports SALT
II. Reagan opposes it, proposing instead a massive new arms race, bringing us even closer to the brink of extinction.
The litany could go on, but why? I
think it has been clearly established
that to the liberal Carter is preferable
to Reagan.
But what
about
the
‘‘Anderson Difference’’ as proposed
by The New Republic, New York’s
Liberal Party, and others? Shouldn’t
we liberals look to the Congressman
from Illinois?
I think not. First of all, Anderson’s
is clearly a quixotic quest. He won’t
win, but Carter can.
Secondly, even if Anderson could
win, he really does not deserve liberal
support. In his 20 years in Congress he
has been no friend of labor and no
friend of the poor, though he has been
moderately liberal on social issues.
Anderson opposed labor law reform, a

Rostrum / Joseph Periera, SFS ‘82

bill that would have done nothing
more radical than ensure that existing
laws were enforced. And though he
claims to support the HumphreyHawkins Full Employment Bill, he did
not in fact vote for it when it passed

Pro-Sanctity Of Life

the House. One of the little-known
gems of Anderson’s platform is the so-

Today,

called “Youth Opportunity Wage,”
perhaps known better as the ‘‘Have It

Our

Way’?

Wage.

This

bill

would

allow companies to pay young people
only 85% of the minimum wage.
Employees of fast-food franchises,
amusement parks, etc. could thus be
more
effectively
exploited,
and
unscrupulous employers would fire
fathers to hire their sons. Anderson’s
record and platform are not my ideal
of liberalism.
:
And
Despite

issues

should be shown towards those women

which are as controversial as abortion.
The very mention of the subject provokes immediate discussion. Due to
the emotional nature of the issue, there
is a tendency for individuals either
supporting or opposing the right to

there

are very

few

who have become pregnant as a result
of rape or incest. To compel a woman
to have a child in these circumstances
is cruel and inhuman.
The population crisis in the Third
World is another issue that is not

"abortion to become carried away by

given

their own rhetoric. As a person opposed to the right to have an abortion I
would like to discuss the problems
which hurt the anti-abortion move-

ment.
Comments made by such individuals
as Pope Paul VI in his encyclical,
Humanae Vitae, and Pope John Paul
II in his ‘speeches concerning abortion
should by faulted for what they fail to
say, rather than for what they say.
Both Popes Paul VI and John Paul II,
along with those people who support
the Catholic Church’s teachings, have

Reagan
must
be stopped..
the flak over Carter’s ‘‘war-

monger’ characterization of Reagan,
Carter was on the ball. His opponent

has a repeated habit of calling for U.S.
troops to be sent to this or that global
hotspot. He has gone so far as to suggest sending troops to prop up the

former racist regime in Rhodesia. He

The biggest

the

population

aggravates

conditions

of

poverty. In many developing countries

an increase in any food production is
negated
by
proportionately
population increases.

It is. also

unfortunate

larger

that

anti-

abortionists stand behind the respect
for life tradition of the church (I use

this

word

to

mean

all

organized

religious denominations) to support
their views. Many times in its history,
the church has forgotten this tradition
when it was in its interest to do so. The
church often showed no misgivings
when it destroyed individuals who
questioned its teachings. Opposition to
abortion must be free from any close
involvement with the church. Anti-

abortion views should stand on their
own merit without the corrupting influence of the church.
Many people opposed to abortion
have the tendency to simplify the issue.
' Their simplification has in many cases,
bordered on demagoguery. To call
people who support abortion ‘‘babykillers’’ does not solve the problem of

less pre-occupied with the right to life
of the human fetus, and more devoted
to the right to a decent life for the child
once he or she is born, there would be
less desire for abortions.
Greater concern and compassion

ngenge.
,IS chacha

by

work for a rise in the living standards
of the people. But in many ways, over-

failing to address the justifiable concerns of those individuals who see
abortion as a viable alternative to unwanted children.
Persons opposed to abortion believe
that this act destroys the sanctity of
human life. Yet, many of these same
people express very little concern for a
child brought into an environment that
is not beneficial to his or her wellbeing. They would allow the child to
live a life devoid of love and respect. It
has been said that this concern for the
child’s welfare after he or she is born is
motivated by materialism. I cannot,
however, help but believe that if the
many people opposed to abortion were

to.

consideration

public authorities in these countries to

damaged the validity of their cause by

suggested a naval blockade of Cuba as
response to the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. Perhaps Reagan will not
be so trigger-happy in office. But we
cannot afford to take that chance.
Flaws and all, Jimmy Carter is the only
one who can assure that we won’t have

enough

‘“Right to Life’’ movement. Pope Paul
VI, in his 1968 encyclical Humanae
Vitae, believed that the problems afflicting the developing countries were
the result of an inability among the

abortion. Anti-abortion groups should
reach out to pro-choice groups and
find areas where
they can work
together to reduce the need for abortion. An example, in which both
' groups can work together is in the area
of sex education,
particularly for
| young people.

A distinction should also be made

between abortion and other birth control methods. By distinguishing among
types of birth-control, greater efforts
can be made to solve some of the pro‘blems in the Third World.
Again, I repeat that I am opposed to
abortion as a birth-contol choice for
women. I believe its use on a largescale ultimately destroys respect for
humanity. I also disapprove, however,
of those individuals who claim they are
concerned about the dignity of human
life, when in reality their concern goes :
no further than their opposition to
abortion.

Medical
School

Four-year fully recognized

and

established

Mexican Medical School,

with several hundred
American students enrolled. Use English textbooks, with First Semes-

I

ter exams in English.
School combines quality

The

LANTERN

education, small classes,
experienced teachers,
modern facilities.

Bryn Mawr Bookshop
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The new Charge-a-Call

public phone is coinless.
Instead of using change,

simply use your telephone
credit card or call collect.
You'll find Charge-a-Call
phones in airports, hotels,
restaurants—wherever you
find people on the go.
To use, just Lift the

receiver and dial. When you
hear the operator, give your
credit card number or
reverse the charges. (To apply
for a Bell Credit Card, call your Bell business ofhice.)
Its that easy. Whether you're only calling out of town.
Or out of state.
So when you're short on time or short on change, look for
2

A

the sign of Charge-a-Call.
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Designers Dispute ‘In’ Look In Contemporary Fashions
world is directly dependent upon the

worth thousands. At one point, Donna
. Karan compensated for those few of us
present who were in the lower income
brackets, by suggesting that one need
not purchase a whole wardrobe, ‘‘just a
nice blazer or a nice bag” need be
bought, piece by piece, to “build a wardrobe.” My roommate and I were
definately not on the right track; our
‘bags’
at the moment
were our
backpacks stuffed with books, which I
think is not what Ms. Karan had in
mind. A little embarrassed, we both
smiled at each other and pushed them
under our seats.
:
As the event progressed, I detected,
more and more, an air of snobbishness
in Gaston Hall. The designers began to
get fidgety and sharp with one another.
This was highlighted in a rally between

top designers.
Recently, four well-known designers

were featured at a Fashion Symposium
held in Gaston Hall. On Monday, October 6, the Washington Post spon-

sored a Symposium for the benefit of
the Hospital For Sick Children. Nina
Hyde, the moderator of the event and
fashion editor for the Post, reported

that the event was sold out within a
day, leaving a waiting list of 1,000.
Tired, hungry, and right out of a
Statistics mid-term is not the condition

to be in prior to attending a fashion
symposium, But such is the life‘of a
struggling college student. So, with our
backpacks over our shoulders, my
roommate and I dragged our tired
bodies up to historic Gaston Hall. One
by one, we saw finely-dressed couples

pull into Healy Circle in their Cadillac
Sevilles and such.
It was big time. After Father Healy
opened the event, four top fashion
designers were introduced: Oscar de la
Renta, Bill Blass, Donna Karan (of the

Anne

Klein Co.), and Pearl Nipon.

They each gave a slide presentation of
their 1980 fall line. At the end of the
presentations, the audience was allow-

ed to address the panel of designers
with questions.
J
My perception of the affair changed

drastically between 7:30 and 9:00 that
evening. I entered thinking that there
would be approximately a half-student,
half-adult audience. I was quite wrong.

cial status to be viewing the outfits

these stores by saying,

“Well,

would

The money and status present in the
flesh in Gaston Hall began to irritate me

at this point. Someone sitting near us
must have been reaplying their perfume
_ every fifteen minutes; it was making my
roommate and me ill. The designer

clothes, worn by virtually all of the au-

dience, looked so perfect that it was
boring. I even saw duplicates of Pearl
Nipon’s and others’ outfits. What good

is spending $1,000 on an outfit if so-

“Will

tuition

to the $800 question,
be

increasing

for

the

1981-1982 academic year?’’ is *“YES”’!
The amount of the increase is
unknown at the present time according
to Main Campus Finance Officer Mel
Bell. But, he said, ‘““all figures are

feasible.”
Now

a feasible figure could

range

anywhere from $400 to $1000 depending upon what portion of departmental budget requests are met. For example, a proposal to revise the athletic

budget upwards *‘...would increase the
tuition base if funded...,”’ Bell said. A

request has also been made by the Office of Financial Aid to increase tuition by as much as $800. If this proposal is rejected, Bell said, ‘‘...any
other tuition
increase
would
be
significantly lower.”
The fact that the tuition increase

would be ‘significantly’ lower ‘if’
budget requests are rejected is not
overwhelming news. The conditions
for this to occur are many, making it
unlikely that departmental budgets

staff, which in turn requires some type
of salary increases. At least situations
such as these have necessitated tuition
increases in the past:

ACADEMIC
YEAR
1974-1975
1975-1976
1976-1977
19771-1978
1978-1979
1979-1980
1980-1981

LOPC0000sessreresstsessstorses

t

accent,

with his Ricky

‘I dan’t know

any

and board rates have increased

approximately $830.
Bell also stated that the University is

‘‘...going

into

a capital

fundraising

the

same

outfit

= GINS

glasses. He’s wearing a patchwork
crew-neck
sweater—red,
yellow,
green, blue, mauve, and turquoise in

=

color. Subjects last seen headed west
on O Street in a silver Mercedes
coupe.”
Give those preppies credit for having class, he thought. “I’m on their

))

x

os

PAA

Sitting in the Pub on a rainy, quiet
(or so it seemed) Wednesday evening,
Sgt. J.C. Lockwood was perplexed.
For years he had dealt with the petty
bike thieves, the small-time dorm
burglars, and the drunken vandals that
generally plague all college campuses.

for example. However, the average
Georgetown student just cannot af-

ford such an increase.
When

asked whether or not he felt

education

at

Georgetown

per year

INCREASE

$2,650

=arenn-

$2,900

$250

$3,250

$350

$3,500

$250

$4,250
$4,450
$4,970

$750
$950
$520

is

ll

#7

uh(or
Zo
kris mms

N
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But now it was a whole new ball game.
Preppie crime at Georgetown was on
the rise.
“What the hell’s wrong with all you
preppies?’’ he asked no one in particular. “You come from the richest
suburbs on the East coast, you got
more
alligators than
a Louisiana
swamp, more bright pinks and flourescent greens than a hooker on 14th
Street. And now you’ve taken to stealing cars.
Suddenly, Lockwood’s radio crackled. “O’Gara to Lockwood, O’Gara to
Lockwood. Come in Lockwood.”
—*“Yeah, yeah...10-4...go ahead,”
burped Lockwood.
—*‘Got
ourselves
another
car
- theft,” said the dipatcher, ‘‘just outside the gates.”

—‘“Any description?’’ shouted the

hoped that that is not the case here,
but that ‘“...education is going to cost
if you want the kind of education

Georgetown provides.’
The final note then, is that tuition
will be increasing. If you want a good,

Jesuit education, you will have to meet
its price even if the price is not right.
Mary McCaffrey

Sargeant as he gulped his last Schlitz
Dark.
—““Two white males. First subject
has blond hair, blue eyes, wearing two
alligator shirts, three oxford buttondowns and a pair of wide-whale corduroys. Second subject has sandycolored hair, freckles and tortoise shell

STAND

*

trail,”” he whooped into his radio.
Teetering towards Healy Circle, the
Sargeant

spotted

the

looping

two wheels.
—*“I got ’em in sight,”’ he shouted.
‘Looks like they had one too many at
Chadwick’s.”’
Sure enough, the two preppies had

availed

themselves

of

too

many

Heinies (only it was at E.J.’s, not
Chadwick’s). The Benz careened left
around the next corner but got only as
far as 36th Street where it was stopped
suddenly and violently by the Nevils
Building.
— “They
crashed
into
East
Campus,” Lockwood told his radio.
‘““They’re out of the car and headed
towards the Tombs. I’ll ‘need a backup.”
Lockwood descended the stairs to
the Tombs muttering to himself ‘Bet
they don’t even have Schlitz Dark in
this bourgeois bar.’
“Hey Sarge,” yelled a fellow from
across
the
way,
‘‘looking
for

somebody?’’
It was Kingsley Conway III, an
undercover agent. In response to the
recent preppie crime wave, GUPS had
hired Conway to infiltrate the preppie

scene at Georgetown.

‘“He’s over there,” yelled Conway,
“heard him braggng about stealing a

OUT

Get your
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around the corner of 37th and O on
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Georgetown University:

Pearl

take the elevator down to first floor
Healy because I couldn’t walk in my
classy spiked shoes. And I was damn
glad that the ‘“‘dungeon’ was my second home on campus.
;
Just give me my Levi jeans, my GU

T-shirt, a beer from the Pub, direct me
to the nearest

“‘toilet,”

Metro limousine!

and

call my

—Ann Misigzek

‘‘“That’s
him,’’
whispered
Lockwood, spotting a young preppie
who fit O’Gara’s description. The

sargeant

moved

in for the kill and

grabbed the suspect by the upturned
collar of one of his alligator shirts.
‘You, son, are in big trouble.
Where’s your buddy?’’
The preppie’s face turned a sickly

green, matching the color of his widewhale cords.
‘‘He said something
about a semi-formal in Copley,’’ shuddered the youth.
Lockwood stood outside the GU
Shop, suspect in hand, waiting for the
back-up he had called for. Glancing up

at the display window he noticed a
swaying mannequin with tortoise shell
glasses next to the Irish walking hats.
Before Lockwood’s mind made the
connection, the preppie mannequin

lost his balance and crashed through
the GU Shop window.
“Nice try,” said Lockwood to the
second subject, who was wiping blood

from his patchwork’ sweater.

around

here.

My

dad’s

in Washington.”’

““Son,”” said Lockwood with pity in
his voice, ‘in this town car stealing is a
felony—ten to fifteen years in the
slammer. DWI is another six months,
and car wrecking is...well, I don’t
know the penalty for that one. But the
way I see it, you boys is in a heap o’
trouble. Id sure hate to be in your top-

siders.”’

-by John Hatter

fast
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professional
+ your choice of
9 typefaces
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a big con-

tributor to this school and he’ll get me
the bast damn Italian-Catholic lawyer

JOHN H. HIYA

YERCHING

“Could

have picked you out anywhere with
that silly-looking sweater.”’
‘Oh yeah,’ said the downed preppie,
smirking
in typical
preppie
fashion. “I got friends in high places

EMPLOYMENT:

i

as

Nipon. I was glad that I didn’t have to

Preppie Theft - Latest In White Collar Crime

ER
EE
Since the 1975-1976" academic year,
becoming elitist, Bell replied that he
room

wonder what they’d think of the Pub!
Yes, while walking home that night,
I was glad that I was carrying a
Jansport backpack rather than a $100
Gucci bag. I was glad that I wasn’t
wearing

When we finally stepped out of Healy basement, our attention immediately shifted to two women, looking lost,
who were coming out of another exit.
One of the woment pointed to where
we were and said, ‘‘Oh, Helen, I think
we have to go down into that dungeon
place...”” My roommate and I burst
out . into
laughter.
Healy
Basement—our very own dungeon! I

paars!’’

GU TUITION INCREASES IN PAST 7 YEARS

might be acceptable for a Rockefeller

of teaching

Ricardo

mix and match your tops.

TUITION
per semester
$1,325
$1,450
$1,625
$1,750
$2,125
$2,225
$2,485

leges

type

ed himself by saying,

least with a $15 pair of Levis, you can

that

will be kept to the bare minimum. Colsome

designers made.

Pearl Nipon and Donna Karan, when
the designer jean fad was discussed.
Pear Nipon, whose designs are typified
by ruffles and lace, could not understand how anyone ‘could want to wear
someone else’s name on their back
side!’ Donna Karan, who emphasizes
comfort and fit in dressing, vigilantly
challenged her. After a semi-heated
discussion, Bill Blass finally interrupted
and said, ‘‘Enough with the jeans?’
Another noteworthy remark was
elicited. by a question from the audience. A student asked the designers
to comment on the the designer discount stores, and their various price
reductions on top line clothing. Pearl
Nipon expressed her point of view on

campaign to slow down tuition increases to an acceptable level, but I
don’t know what it is.”’
A tuition increase of $1,000 per year

require

The designers had different ideas
about fashion, and the audience, consequently, chose their favorites. By the
end of the evening they were responding to almost every comment that the

Hapsburg era in his designing, defend-

meone else will be wearing it also? At

Tuition 1981:Anything Goes
The answer

I found both the audience and the
designers, at times, to be more rude
than a bunch of radical students. Pearl
Nipon made a statement implying that,
with age, a woman’s figure begins to
resemble a ‘‘pear.”’ The audience
(mostly female), gasped! Nipon went
on the suggest to Oscar de la Renta
that he designed for the ideal rather
than
the realistic
(pear-shaped)
woman’s figure. De la Renta, who
focuses on the frills and silks of the

you build a mansion without a toilet?’’

)

My roommate and I were among the
few students present. I felt young,
underdressed, and of inadequate finan-

%*

Is there more to the alligator than meets
the eye? Evidently so. Whether it be
alligators, tweed blazers, or pleated
trousers, whatever is ‘‘in’’ in the fashion

»
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EXPERIEMEE:

CONSULTATION HOURS:
2:00-4:00, TUES
and THURS,
1:00-5:00, SAT and SUN.
ADDRESS: COPLEY BASEMENT
PHONE: 625-4511
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CALL MIKE

HOYA CLASSIFIEDS «x 1625-4511
The Bi gges t $200 Bar ain

Fantastic
Bargains.
Brooks
Bros. suits from $15 - designer
dresses from $25.00 Overcoats
and pants at low low prices.
Thrift Shop 2622 P Street, N.W.
Tues - Sat 10::00-4:00.

And

Part-time Position Available.
Personal
individual
to do
marketing for printing firm.
Provide own transportation.
Hours
negotiable.
Call

in Washingion D.C!

remember...1ost

and d f found

ride board, and public

Sa

service ads are FREE'

;

g

H.

856-1188, Mon-Fri 10-4.

Hoya Classified Ad Form
Name
Address
Circle One:

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME PARTY
W/ Tony Perkins and the
Psychotics
The Bad Brains
The Insect Surfers
Fri., Oct. 31, 8:30 p.m.
Student
Union
Colony
Ballroom
UMCP Campus

Not Exceed

For Sale

Situations Wanted

25 Words)

Mail To:

full-time

and

weekdays.

Contact

part-time
Michael

anonymous

872-1114.
Part-time sales. Campus Reps
wanted to market new long
distance telephone
service
that saves students up. to 50
percent on their phone bills.
Contact Dave Stevenson at
2845
Powers
Ferry
Road,
2400-11,
Monetta,
Georgia
30067, or (404) 955-8070.

BOOK DISTRIBUTOR
Campus
entrepreneur
for
publisher of Career Planning
‘Book.
Attractive
earnings
-easy work -- protected territory. Potential to pay your
educational expenses without
limiting
study/play
time.
Modest investment. Send for
free details today!
DELCOM, inc.
9150-B1 Rumsey Road
Columbia, MD. 21045

confidential

telephone service for people in
need. 1 pm-1 am. 462-6690.

MEN...WOMEN!

Jobs

on

Ships! American, Foreign. No
experience
necessary.
Excellent Pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or carreer. Send

$3.00

for

information

to

Seafax, Dept. 0-7 Box 2049 Port
Angeles, WA 98362.
Youth

Is Our

parishes.

For

more

Concern

information,

ROUDLY

Auto tune-up and repair done
with professional skill yet at
half the cost. Guaranteed work
form over eight years experience. Special expertise
with foreign cars. Call John at
363-3889 evenings till 9 pm.

ping

Carton.

Call

342-9115, Evenings.

The

PRESENTS

Student

ED DED

0G
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Top of the Town

Health Service

Big Band Jazz featuring tunes ranging from
Glenn Miller and Count Basie through Maynard
Earth,Wind, & Fire.
Ferguson
and
Listening, dancing
Amazing view of Washington
Incredible prices

|

wishes to apologize for any inwhich

from

transmitting

a

may

have

delay

In

information

to

| °

i

Blue Cross/ Blue Shield of D.C.
regarding the enroliments in
the G.U. group
health
insurance plan for the fall term.
The situation which arose form
a misunderstanding has been

THE NEW COSMIC LASER
ROCK CONCERT

corrected

RC po

Avenue,

15, 1980 after the latter date. By

between 2 & 4 pm.

8-12
$1.50 cover
with student ID

$2.00 cover

including drink
$1.25 bar drinks

|

regular drink prices
DIRECTIONS

|

f -

Cross Key Bridge into Rosslyn; you'll be on Ft. Meyer Drive. Keep
left, go under Wilson Blvd. and over Rt. 50 and then make your first
legitimate right (ot on a one-way) on 14th St. and go to the top of a
hill and you're there. It's about a half mile from the Rosslyn subway

the time the insurance record
should be in the computer.

SUBJECTS NEEDED: Graduate
and
undergraduate
for
psychology experiment to test
information.
Processing
Strategies requires one hour.
Pay $5.00 for appointment and
details. Call Mary
Nedved
342-5098. American Institute
for Research.

SUNDAYS

THURSDAYS
9-1

|

and claims will be |

honored
retrospectively. We
ask your indulgence and that
you submit claims incurred
between August and October

earth, wind& fire
fleetwood mac
& more...

00 4 £0 G0 OT A AR 0 00 40 6D 4

at the

Writing/Research/Editing. ||

resulted

=e oe

$175

G0

JAZZ
BATTALLION

STEREO: Philco Compact, 8
track, Brand new. Still in Ship-

convenience

HELP
WANTED:
Restaurant
hostess and kitchen help needed for lunch and dinner shifts.
No experience necessary; we
will train you. Excellent salary
and benefits. Flexible hours
and days. If you are a student,
we have hours to fit your class
schedule. Apply in person to:
manager at Sir Walter Raleigh

DD

Writer with Masters does work
for Graduate or Undergraduate
students. Reasonably Priced,
Expert,
Confidential.
Call
Evenings. 776-2811.

write:

Vocation Director
The Piarists
363 Valley Forge Road
Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

GREAT
SPRINGSTEEN
TICKETS
First alphabet on floor
$100.00 per ticket
Call: 462-4212

0 00 0 0 60 G0 0 ED KD 09 HD TO

National Tennis Firm seeks
part-time secretary. Good typing skills required, excellent
atmosphere. Flexible hours, 16
hours/week. Call 654-3770.

The Piarists are a Catholic Order of priests and
brothers who dedicate their lives to educate the
young. They work in schools, CCD programs
and

he 0 ov

station.
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Georgetown
Typing
and
transcribing, 337-0575, Legal
Briefs, Theses, Papers, Impec- :

WHY GO INTO WASHINGTON WHEN
‘WASHINGTON’S BEST PIZZA IS LOCATED JUST
ACROSS THE RIVER IN ROSSLYN?

PIZZA
PARLOUR

»

cable Service.

%
%
%
%

#

RESEARCH. Send $1.00 for
Performed

live at the Albert
Smithsonian

Einstein

Spacearium,

Institution.

LASEROCK : Fri. 7:30, 9:00,

10:30p.m.

Sat. 6:00, 7:30, 9:00, 10:30p.m.

LASERIUM

STARSHIP:

Thurs.

7:30,

10:30p.m., Sun.6:00, 7:30, 9:00p.m.
Tickets
For

available

information

at box

office.

call (202) 357-1686

9:00,

ee

1

a

x

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
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Offering Two Great specials
‘Tuesdays and Saturdays: 50 ¥. off your pizza
*All Other Days: 10 ?. off your blll

JUST BRING YOUR STUDENT ID

Offer

good é6pm-11pm Monday-Saturday

901 Ft. Myer Drive /524-1904

CARRYOUT

SERVICE AVAILABLE

BR BRBRRR RRS RBBB ISAS BBR B RB IIR SADDER

RRB BRE IIRRBA BERR

RRA LR RB RRRRR RS

-2:8-2°6-2 8" ¢
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v
If you need help or information
or have a problem and need to
talk, call the D.C. Hotline. An

E.J. O'Riley Pub needs waiters/
waitresses/ hosts/ hostesses

Maryanne,

$

Enclosed

i The Hoya / Georgetown University / Washington, D.C. 20057
Boren 10m 0 0

It's Party Time, Camille! Happy

The
Media
Institute
of
Georgetown
is now
hiring
coders
to help
conduct
research. Interested parties
contact 298-7512 for details.

Public Service

besssesoosesesasenssen

aer sree
Chri is Simms

Amount

Celta

This coming week at CP&P:
Nov.
4 Pre-Law
Advising
Seminar, 1:00-3:00 p.m. Sign up
at CP&P, space is limited.
Nov. § Xerox Corporation Session, 7:00 p.m., Harbin Lounge.
Sponsored by CP&P.
Nov. 6 Chemical Bank Information Session, 7:00 p.m., Copley
Lounge. Sponsored by CP&P.

copy of our new catalog of
academic
research
papers.
Quality
unsurpassed.
Authours Research Services,
Inc. 407 S. Dearborn St., Suite
600, Chicago, lllinois 60605.

(Must

Housing
Ride Board

-

COPY

Admission: $4.00

Flexible hours,
Part Time,
$3.50 per hour, general office
work
and
deliveries.
Car
necessary.
Contact
Mary
Lynne 296-5363.

Lost & Found
Help Wanted

Call 454-4987 for information.

Wisconsin

Phone

ooseonegreesonoees

err

NEW WAVE

Inn, 2001

with one of our super display ads,
but at $2.00 you can’t go wrong
with Georgetown’s number one
newspaper!

chance to get in on the HOYA'’s
famous . classified advertising. It
may not be the class act you get

Assistant to administrative
staff of major New York Stock
Exchange firm, Paine, Webber,
Jackson and Curtis. Part time
position, 1-5 pm Mon.-Fri. Call
Mary Ellen Mcauliffe between
9-5 pm Mon.-Fri. at 467-5600,
ext. 203.

Birthday!
Love,
Mary Pat, Tammy.

Hoyas! Don’t miss your
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towards revenge. A wicked glin
flickers across his pallid complexion a:
he bellows, “At last my arm is now

of the Demon Barber of Fleet Street in
the Kennedy Center’s current produc-

tion . of

Sweeney

Todd.

When

a

vengeful ex-convict takes up his razor

complete

to slit his customers’ throats and
passes them down the chute to his
landlady’s kitchen to be ground into

Although Sweeney only craves th
blood of the Judge and his fawning

meat

pies,

we

material for
thriller. The

certainly

find

and

cunning

the elimination of affluent crooks and
the remaining oppressed should be
glad to be put out of their misery.

Thus the conniving couple establish a

oF Ko,

Musical 1979.

Ay

the

his blade in a fit of rage, indicating the
necessity for nondiscriminatory policy.
He cynically reasons that, ‘“We all
deserve to die’’: society benefits from

spired creativity in american musical
theatre, justifying the many laurels
showered upon this show, which collected eight Tonys, including Best

Sn

brandishing

Beadle, a fraudulent fop threatening
blackmail becomes the first victim of

ample

stagecraft embody a rare burst of in-

~~

again!’

weapon.

an outragious musical
bizarre plot, gripping

characterizations,

Nl

Doesn’t Take The Trick

out of despair by flourishing his old set
of razors, entreating him to return to
his trade, thus suggesting the path

one is catapulted into the bowels of
19th century London to attend the tale

to the hilt by George Hearn. Fifteen

lucrative operation: ‘‘he shaved the
faces
of gentlemen
who
never
thereafter were heard of again...”

years earlier a scrupleless Judge Turpin
arranged for his imprisonment to

through

The play revolves around the bloody
revenge trip of Sweeney Todd, played

baked

overnight
the

and

three

grinder

and

business thrived.

facilitate the seduction of his pretty

times
the

pie

Tw

Strangely enough, it is a fiendish,
whoring beggar woman who ‘casts

wife. The wretched man escapes and
returns to the squalid love nest above
Mrs. Lovett’s pie shop only to learn
that his darling chose to poison herself

aside grovelling for alms and turning
vulgar tricks to point the finger at
Sweeney Todd, suggesting her lost
identity. Angelina Reaux electrifies the
frantic raving of this filthy creature,
denouncing Sweeney’s foul mischief in
“City on Fire.”

rather than oblige Judge Turpin. The
sympathetic bearer of this news is
Nellie Lovett, a jovial, batty crone absolutely
perfected
by
Angela
Lansbury. Her shop is reknowned for:

Cris Groenendaal as a young sailor,

“The worst pies in London—if you
doubt it, take a bite; is that just

Anthony
Hope,
who
rescued
Sweeney’s shipwreck, serves as his foil

disgusting? You have to concede it.
It’s nothing but crusting—Here, drink
this, you’ll need it.”’ She lifts Mr. T.

throughout. As they dock Todd warns
Anthony,

“You

are

young;

RAEREN

As ‘‘Comedy-Thriller’’

Deadly Duo S
Warped Bloodbath
With an unnerving clanging screech

Sa

arts

life has

been kind to you—you will learn.”” He
becomes involved in Sweeney's twisted
affairs soon enough. As embittered
love consumes Sweeney, fresh love
blooms between Anthony and Todd’s
daughter, Johanna, now adopted by
and betrothed to Judge Turpin. Sondheim’s lyrical wizardry lapses into
mediocrity in their one-dimensional
romance, a clever contrast to the other
rather fantastical activity going on still
within
the
realm
of melodrama.
Groendaal’s hearty voice warms up
markedly for the second act.
Sweeney’s
dastardly
bloodshed
courts trouble and in the end few
escape the razor, including the barber
_himself.(One
noteworthy
exception—Mrs. Lovett is simply waltzed
into the open oven, without the benefit
of a preliminary slice.)
The beauty of this warped plot is in

its striking execution, not its originality. This legendary mad barber was the
hero of Victorian ‘‘penny dreadfuls,”’
street corner news sheets, and has long
since become a household word in
England. This production is based .
upon Christopher Bond’s recent adaptation for the Theatre Royal, Stratford

in 1973 and is certainly akin to George
Dibnin-Pitt’s original melodrama, first

performed in 1847 at The Britannia, a
London ‘‘Bloodbath’’ theatre whose
‘primary objective was to stun its audience wiht a holocaust of thrills, horrors, and shocks. The old story gains a

new

flair as Director Harold

Prince

«masterfully braids Mr. Todd’s satanic
black humor with Mrs. Lovett’s nutty

frivolity and a ragtag chorus’ stoical
balladry.
Stephen
Sondheim’s
smashing score incorporates intricate
patter lyrics (a borderline operetta)
and
progressively
discordant
orchestration,
providing
the volatile
pulse of the show. Ken Billington’s
stark lighting accents Eugene Lee’s ingenius set, a dingy iron foundry, complete with moveable catwalks and
broken roof skylight. A visable stage
crew shifts the sparse props to suggest

magic; however, in this case the magic
Pre-Broadway theatre is a peculiarity of major cities (outside the Big does not materialize. What we are lett
with is a confusing, themeless play
Apple
of the Eastern
seaboard.
made more obscure by Mr. Scott
Washington, of course, is no exception
in this ‘‘always the bridesmaid, never -garbling his opening lines.
None of this is to say that Mr.
the bride’ situation. However the
Michaels intended Tricks of the Trade
myth that Washington is not a theatre
to be anything more than this, and in
town
seems
to be
disappearing,
especially in the light of the multitude spite of all demerits one is taken by
Mr. Scott’s and Miss van Devere’s
of recent pre-Broadway tryouts at the
wonderfully effortless interaction.
ennedy Center, the Warner, and the
Their chemistry in this predominantly
y National: 42nd Street, Charley and
two-character play is dynamic (two
Algernon,
West
Side
Story,
other actors are employed for very
Oklahoma!, and Brigadoon. The latest
brief, but significant, moments). The
play of this genre, soon to move to
script is heavily laden with twists of
New York’s West Side is Tricks of the
plot and identities, especially in Miss
Trade starring George C. Scott and
van Devere’s role, and both carry out
Trish van Devere.
their tasks neatly.
/
Thursday’s opening night audience
Peter
Dohan’s
set
and
lighting
and
at the National, filled with names out
Albert Wolsky’s costumes add to the
of New York’s theatre register, warmly
flavor of Miss van Dever’s metamorreceived Sidney Michaels’ espionage
phosis from ¢‘patient to victim to
drama. The National promotes Tricks
enemy to lover” juxtaposed against
of the Trade as a thriller, and therein

Mr. Scott’s characterization of an
‘‘unorthodox New York psychiatrist.’
The evening consists neither of a
bright and bouncy comedy nor of a

lies a major difficulty. Mr. Michaels
embellished his script with a few too
many laughs and not enough suspense.
One major surprise was ruined by an
awkward stagehand lifting the curtain
too soon, leaving the crew running for
the wings and Mr Scott waving from
his—now discovered—hiding place.
It is true that the combination ot
comedy/thriller can work theatrical

terribly

supenseful

entertaining

thriller, but

diversion

it is

nonetheless.

Tricks of the Trade is not much,
for what is is, it’s fun.

but

—Jim Jones

various parlor/kitchen locations.
Sweeney

Todd

is a cynic’s

delight

which startles the audience into utter.
absorption and ultimately achieves a
subtle structural aesthetic unity. Do
take this invigorating mind spin.
—Margaret Eustace

Cars Panorama Surveys Wasteland
The Cars new album epitomizes
waste in the world of rock and roll. As
exemplified
on their new
album,
Panorama, Ric Ocasek and his cohorts
have lost the hunger to create meaningful music.

Late

The Cars delighted the music world

acclaim.

Songs

like

year

of rock and rollers who can’t decide
whether
to
present
their
views
aesthetically, for personal fulfillment.
or commercially, for monetary fulfillment. It’s a truly difficult decision for
a young group to make.

As a matter of course, the bands
which choose to remain true to their
personal spirit develop into the quality
entertainers that rock prides. Blues
freaks like Eric Clapton and John
Hammond, Soul idolizers like Mick
Jagger and David Johannsen remained
steadfast in their hunger to reach the
highest goals that anyone in the rock
genre can hope to achieve. It’s interesting to note that although each of
these four men have diligently tried to
improve and impress, each has failed
at one time or another to produce.
But The Cars, as witnessed on
Panorama, overtly lack the ability and
desire to continue to grow musically.
They. have
clearly . contracted
the
plague that abominates many an artist:
conformity. Whereas Mick Jagger (or
even someone as fascinating as Otis
Redding) may at times fail to produce,
The Cars have simply failed to move.

album

This

thousands

will

upon

doubtlessly

thousands

sell

and get as much radio play as that boring Air Supply song that oppresses
every transistor in America. I seriously
cannot imagine The Cars next release
will be anything but trivial. Once the
megabucks start to roll in, the senses
are startled to a point where the group
members would rather watch Saturday
morning cartoons (and commercials)

than

try

to develop

their

playing

techniques. Personally, K.C. and the
Sunshine Band have released better
quality ‘albums
than
the
foolish
nonsense
abundant
throughout
Panorama. Forget it!
—Jay

Wassarman

George C. Scott practices unorthodox psychiatry on Trish van Devere at The National.
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- BLACK THEATER
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Come

presents

to

our meetings

to hear

about

our MBA
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the curriculum,admissions, financial aid, and career
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The Cars have sold out; it’s that
simple.
A
cursory
listen
reveals
everything.
Whether
Ocasek
and
associates planned this self-destruction
or not really doesn’t matter. We see
merely another example of a band
which falters on the way up; a group

“My Best Friend’s Girl,” ‘All Mixed
Up,” and ‘“‘Let the Good Times Roll”’
were truly representative of the great
appeal that the New Wave explosion
offered. A bit later The Cars second
album,
Candy-O
was released.
It
quickly shot up the charts and helped
the Cars get the commercial acclaim
that they deserve. Though this LP
clearly lacked the bite and wit of The
Cars, it still fairly represented Ric
Ocasek’s unique lyrical equations and
the band’s peculiarly appealing instrumentation
‘and song structures. It
was a blemished, sort of lifeless album
that nevertheless could be classified as
The Cars.
:

\Friday

of

&

Sunday

8 pm.

$2.0

Accounting

Human Resources
Economics

-

Management Science
Policy

“ Nov.2nd

Hall of Nations

Monday,
He

November

10

Contact the Center for Career Planning and Placement

Students of Georgetown, Inc.
announces openings
in the following positions:
Executive Vice President

General Manager:Vital Vittles
General Manager:Saxa Sundries

Vice President-Services

Vice President-Personnel

Treasurer

Controller

Applications will be available in the Corp Office
(G-13 Healy Basement) on November 3rd, and will be
accepted through November 17th.

Term of office is one year, beginning on March 1,1981
*Students of Georgetown,

Inc. is not an enterprise of Georgetown
—

University.
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critical
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Panorama was released. After much
anticipation, partly because Ocasek
told Rolling Stone magazine that the
third album was going to be exceptional, I opened a copy of the album
and flung it, half-insanely, on the
turntable. What came out of my
speakers was just plain awful! If anticlimax ever took on more meaning....

when their debute album appeared on
the music scene back in 1978. The pro. duction innovations and tantalizing
lyrics were the basis for much of the

album’s

in
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sal monster movies on television’s
Creature Feature show. My favorite?

You don’t get much better than Alfred
' Hitchcock's Psycho or Vertigo or even

Steven

Spielberg’s Jaws.

But of the

more recent bunch, there is none better than Alien. The ultimate haunted
house movie removed to outer space,
but accomplished so stylishly that it
pales most other recent efforts in comparison. Only Brian DePalma’s latest,
Dressed to Kill comes even close.
Pick the worst? It would be far
easier to stop the sun from rising, halt
a lava flow, or tell why Ronald Reagen
should be elected on Tuesday. I’ll just
tag Phantasm, because its hard to imagine anything worse except perhaps

Sgt.

Pepper’s

Lonely

Band. Now that’s horror.
i

Hearts

Club

-Bill Henry

of

advancement has caused this purveyor

para-

of the scary to
criteria of just

frightening movie. Having refused to

some of the most chilling sequences
ever preserved on celluloid.
The best of the fun flicks is Theatre :
of Blood. Vincent Price stars as Edward
Lionheart,
a washed-up
Shakespearean actor who sets about
eliminating the critics who panned his
performances. The gimmick is that all
The face that makes the most well-known silhouette ever belongs to the master of
the killings are based on murders
terror and suspense, Alfred Hitchcock. Today more than any other day belongs
which occur in Shakespeare’s plays.
to him.
Theatre of Blood is stylishly filmed

and full of witty dialogue. When the
head of the critic’s guild receives a
package containing the severed heart
of one of his colleagues (the ‘pound
of flesh” from
The Merchant of
Venice) his first reaction is to mutter,
“Only
Lionheart
would
have the
temerity to rewrite Shakespeare!”’
Released on the stage in 1972, Theatre of Blood probably plays better

on TV, where the censors have cut out

a lot of gratuitous gore.
The best horror satire of all time is
The Little Shop of Horrors, a Roger
Corman quickie which according to
legend was filmed in less than 24
hours. The movie stars Jonathon Haze
as an amateur botanist who breeds a

plant that eats people. It also talks,
demanding of its
I’m hungry!’’ This
it must be seen to
watch closely, you

ae

Jack

Nicholson

keeper,‘‘Feed me!
movie is so absurd
be believed. If you
can catch a young

making

a brief ap-

pearance as an undertaker.
The worst horror film of all time is
even more difficult to pick. Strung out
on drugs during the final years of his
career, veteran horror actor Bela

Lugosi

made

one

awful

film

after

another. Probably the worst is Plan
Nine From Outer Space,his last. The

plot revolves around a flying saucer
crew who resurrect a couple of corpses

at the local cemetery in a bid to take
over the earth.
The film is awash with non-sequiter

dialogue
Lugosi
Sigourney Weaver, Yaphet Kotto, and Harry Dean Stanton track the deadly invader in Ridley Scott’s stylish horror film, Alien.
i

and
died

cardboard
before

the

scenery.

picture

was

finished, and director Edward Wood,
Jr. employed a double for most of the
footage.

Highlighting

the

special ef-

fects sequences is a smouldering paper
plate which is supposed to simulate a
flying saucer exploding.

Coincidentally,

Plan

Nine

From

Outer Space is playing this evening at

the American Film Institute in a double bill with The Fly. If you claim to be
a serious student of the cinema, you
owe it to yourself to see how bad a film

can be.
He He

—Greg

Kitsock
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Despite all the high-budget horror
films of recent years, my vote for best
horror film goes to John Carpenter’s
low-budget masterpiece: Halloween.
Without the benefit of known actors,
or any pretense of a plot, the movie
maintains an almost unbearable level

of

suspense.

It is achieved

largely

through the camera tracking subjectively from the killer’s point of view-leading
you
to constantly
expect
something to happen. You are never
certain when or where the killer will

strike next. A horror film in the fullest
sense, stripped of everything but purely terrifying effect.
My award for worst horror film of
all time goes to this year’s most over-

rated movie: The Shining. Director
Stanley Kubrick manages to combine
the proper ingredients for a horror
_ classic; a source material based on a
- fine novel by Stephen King, a talented
cast including Jack Nicholson, and a

perfect isolated Colorado setting, and

were irrefutably real, and the implications of the plot, brutally frank and
even terrifying. Originally produced as

a

British

documentary,

1960’s this movie,

during

the

War Games, proved

so shocking that it was never massmarketed, its gruesome honesty unfit
for the genteel complacency of. the
general public.
The film concerns itself with the
hypothetical
commencement
of
nuclear war, set during a time when 1
megaton nuclear missiles were the
worst the world had to fear. Action is
traced from the initial threat of conflict, the point at which war might
have been averted and wasn’t, to the

anarchy and indescribable suffering
that ensued. Each of the descriptions
above are taken from scenes in the
movie, which, using actual footage of
WWII bombings, needs no theatrics to
evoke a reaction.
War Games is shown at intervals by
Students for Peace, free of charge.
Though hardly typical Halloween fare,
I recommmend it to you as the scariest
movie I’ve ever seen.
-Susan Waterman
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sets off across the desert, where of
course, their camper bréaks down. The
father sets off in search of help, but

return

by

nightfall.

Two

members of the family finally find him

with third degree burns from head to
toe. The father opens his mouth to
speak, but all that comes out is a wisp
of smoke, and he falls on his face,

dead.

Meanwhile,

the family

freaks

the end of this classic,

his

remaining living members of the family plant explosives on the corpse of
their dead mother, whom the lustful
monster-men
attack.
The
mother
blows up, and good triumphs over evil

tension
and

in

frenzied out-

deal of confusion--and not much else.
-Frank Markle

opportunity just for you.

once again.

'

The best horror movie I’ve ever seen
is Psycho. The film techniques, the
touches of humor, and the ending
make it a classic.
-Bill Latham

£7 dhe ie ok ie ie sie de oie dee die dk kok ok ko
I would have to declare a tie as
regards my two favorite horror films.

Several factors contribute to the crea-
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The Nurse Internship Program provides five months training designed
to foster the concept of independent practice in the clinical setting.
Nurses selected to participate in

this program receive a direct com-

mission as a Second Lieutenant in
the Air Force Nurse Corps. Salary is

commensurate with rank and comparable to many civilian positions.
Air Force nursing can mean a new
life for you.

Contact your Medical Recruiter
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fun being had in the recreation of our
monsters.
.
Other Halloween movie horrors include the Rocky Horror Picture Show,

trying to peacefully watch a ‘‘movieson-the-lawn’’ at school, and bumping
into your theology professor at the
midnight show of Misty Beethoven.
-Tom Ehrenfeld
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terrifying

flick

McDowall

and

involving
an

extremely

Roddy

The way that Shelley Duvall cowers in
this scene from The Shining, you
would think that one of our critics was
after her.
Horror movies? Never touch the
stuff! A few notes from Hitchcock’s

theme song and my heart begins to
pound. When he says ‘‘Good EVEening!’’ and steps into his profile, I
pass out. I’m the person whose skin

starts crawling when the slimy hand
emerges

from

the swampy

depths

in

“Creature Features.’’ 1 have tried to
watch ‘“The Birds’’ at least a dozen
times and never get past the first feeble
flappings of wings. ‘Lost in Space’’
reruns are about all I can take.
My favorite horror flicks? That’s
like asking me to relate my favorite
brush with death, or my favorite
natural disaster.
No. These few words.are dedicated
to all of you out there who absolutely
and unequivocally ABHOR
horror
movies-those of you who would rather
wash your hair on a Saturday night or
play with matches
or visit Aunt
Mildred in Milwaukee than sit, teeth
clenched, ears plugged, head between
knees, through ‘‘The Creature from

the

Black

Lagoon.”’

Horror

films!

Thrillers! Chillers! Chasers! You can
have them all. As for me, I say “Bring

back Bambi!’
-Christina Garcia

bizarre

others the choice of these two dogs
becomes even more mysterious. Do
yourself a favor and do not waste
valuable (or even not so valuable)
time with two of these most golden
turkeys. Oh and one more thing, I

hate to be a party pooper,

——— —

StameyH.

~~

films do not generate a lot of fear, yet
they are closer to a Halloween atmosphere: fantasy taking shape in a
play world of make-up and costumes,

-Bill Henry

4201 Connecticut Ave, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20008

A great way of life.

tion of a good, scary flick. These include quality of plot and acting, the
place the film is viewed in, and the
overall attitude one has while viewing
the film. The two films which most accomplished their task were Hush,
Hush, Sweet Charlotte, a 1965 thriller
starring Bette Davis as the terrorized
sister of Olivia de Havilland, and The
Legend of Hell House, a surprisingly
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We'll answer your questions promptly and without obligation.
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films cause thrills through not just
yourinvolvement in the action, but
your
reaction
to the audiences’
shrieks.
For Halloween fun, I would choose
a double feature: the original versions
of Nosferatu and Frankenstein. These

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

(301) 981-3153
(301) 796-8458
(804) 782-2127
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another tension-builder. Both of these
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character is destroyed. His attempts at

the

Halloween is here, and the time has
come for people to put on their masks.
The time for scares is here, and these
are my most horrifying films.
For sheer fright alone, my Halloween movie would be Dressed to Kill.
The film did what it set out to doscared me totally, controlling my emotions at the crucial moments.
It
resembled, and paid homage to, Hitchcock’s classic, Psycho, which is

family fails to heed the prophecy of
the little old man at the gas station and

out. Towards

that

8 2868868884888
88 88 &¢

I don’t really like horror movies.
After a friend persuaded me to see Friday the 13th, I had trouble sleeping in
beds. I preferred to sleep in a chair. I
spent the entire second half of Friday
the 13th staring at the floor and asking
my friend, ‘‘Has he (she) been hacked
yet?”
:
The worst horror movie I’ve ever
seen, in terms of innovative bloodletting, has to be The Hills Have Eyes. A

especially Nicholson, who over-acts so
terrifying grimaces

>

film in which the chaos and carnage

doesn’t

bursts are comical--not a desired effect
in a horror film. The Shining provided
- some supressed giggled, and a great

in a BSN, NLN accredited
program, the Air Force has an

spend money to see cheap gore and
fake blood for many years now,I
recently had the opportunity to see a

create an absolute disaster. The screenwriters depart so liberally from King’s
text,
ommitting
and
misordering
crucial scenes, that you are left with no
idea of what terrible things are supposedly occurring. None of the players
are comfortable in
their
roles-obtusely

HT
~———

radically revise her
what : constitutes a

King.

ww

sion. The movie has its flaws, in' cluding a weak ending, but includes

group

Stephen

-— Sma

As for me, I love a good scary movie

a

and

-

psychologists
investigating supernatural phenomena in a haunted man-

about

Nicholson,

-

flick

rifying facet is the incredible waste of
time and money involved.

Although the traditional frights of
Halloween
are caused
by ghosts,
goblins, vampires and various other
goulish fairy tales, the simultaneous
onslaught of years and technological

Jack

The film never approached its true
potential and wasn’t even slightly
frightening-only confusing. Anyone
challenging this choice must
first
answer my list of twenty questions
regarding the film.
-Don Murphy

r=

their share of bombs whose most hor-

sickening because they are real.

-

—Satires of the above genres.
Honors for the most frightening
film must go to The Haunting, a 1964

mad scientists, gorillas and other stock
villains. They may provide a few thrills

The Shining, for the absolute
created by Stanley Kubrick,

>

But the horror movie genre is not full
of classics, fright flicks have more than

mingled with fear and pain.
Revolting descriptions? All the more

Halloween film would have to be this
year’s
waste

;

as well as name their all time favorite.

—The ““fun flicks.”’ These are tonguein-cheek melodramas populated by

7

lasting impact.

check beneath your bed before retiring.

Hollywood has undeniably produced tons of schlock horror films, from
Robot Monster to the proliferation
this year including trash like Mother’s
Day and Terror Train. Yet, my worst

>

to movie-goers, but generally have no

thought of horror movies in general,

—Those
that are psychologically
frightening,
not
merely
physically
repulsive. These are the kind that when
you come home from the theatre, you

house. Both films set my heart pounding when I first saw them.

ra

fun houses, Nixon masks, and food
prices are strictly minor league because
when America wants to be scared to
death, they go to the movies. And if
the four dollar ticket price is not
enough to put the “fear of God’ into
you, there are always plenty of horror
movies playing at theatres everywhere.
In celebration of Halloween several
people (if you can call past and present
film reviewers for the HOYA people)
were asked to talk about what they

and grew up watching the old Univer-

Babies, just a few months old,
whose eyes have melted in their heads.
Young women whose skin has been
transformed from smooth suppleness
to charred and blistered pulp.
Grandfathers who crumple to the
ground, asphyxiated, while attempting
to protect the grandson who soon falls
too, grasping at his throat with an
authentically beseeching look, surprise

The best horror movie of all time?
It’s a hard question to answer because
horror films come in three categories:

i
7s

People love to be frightened (in a

safe sort of way). But roller coasters,

ey

Halloween Story

Hitch & a HOYA

Fri., Sat. 8 PM LA-6
Night of the Living Dead and
Andy Warhol’s Frankenstein (X)
The SEC has chosen a most unique way of celebrating Halloween.
Not so much in that they are showing movies, but rather the, at
best, peculiar choice of films for the
holiday double-feature. Both Night
of the Living Dead and Andy
Warhol’s Frankenstein are more interesting as curiosity pieces rather
than constituting quality cinema.
With a genre so rich in classics such
as Pyscho, Dracula and countless

C
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This is the only award that these
two miserable flicks could ever win.

|
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Bad Timing; The Rest
Of
Earth,

Don’t

as

when

a

Now,
Timing

line

and

are

the

often

incomprehensible.

No

interesting the subdued
by Anthony Richmond

or several of Roeg’s directorial touches
are, the film is essentially a failure.
A woman (Theresa Russel) in a
comatose state, is brought to the
hospital
by
her
boyfriend,
an
American psychiatrist played by Art

It is just amazing how often lesser
films point out their own mistakes.
Most of the time, this occurs through

such

Look
in Bad

story

and

matter how
photography

Bad Timing: A Sensual Obsession.

dialogue,

But

and

obscured

Art Garfunkel is appropriately bad in

certain

character
says,‘‘Why,
this
is
unbelievable.”” And while he may not
be speaking about the movie, it is
highly appropriate
nonetheless.
In
through unintentional symbolism.
In Nicholas Roeg’s newest movie,
Bad Timing: A Sensual Obsession, a
police inspector, while investigating

open, the inspector finds it hollow and

empty, but for a few grains of sand.
And there you have it. Bad Timing is

enthralling at first, but upon closer inspection turns out to be shallow and

vacant.
This is not to say that Bad Timing is
a total loss. In the past Nicholas Roeg
has directed such exceptional (if little
known) films as The Man Who Fell to

The characters in this film are
despicable and wholly lacking any
sympathetic

characteristics,

and

the

lackluster performances by the lead actors do little to help. Garfunkel moves
through his role as if he were asleep,
while Harvey Kietel performs only

role.

the

present

in-

becomes in great demand. Then, cor-

slightly more
competently.
Even
Theresa Russel who gave fine performances in Straight Time, The Last Ty-

alternating

between

very special guest.
Anne Bancroft gives a very strained,
as well as brief performance as Mrs.
Kendall, a Victorian stage actress who
is attracted to John and who inadvertently creates the clamor that
follows. All of London society find it
necessary to be seen with John, and he

quality of the film.

coon, and Blind Ambition finds it impossible to accomplish anything in her

by Harvey Keitel), and flashbacks of
the relationship between Russel and
Garfunkel. This alternating between
past and present seems to be done for
no important reason and serves to confuse the viewer rather than enhance the

the scene of a crime, finds a rock. This
souvenir from a vacation is quite interesting to look at, but when cracked

Motion Picture

Garfunkel. The rest of the film is spent
vestigation into the peculiarities of her
suicide attempt by the local police ( led

other cases, it may be accomplished

Is Now a Stunning

the Film Stinks!

Walkabout.

theme

The Elephant Man

Anthony Hopkins and John Hurt (the one with the bag over his head) portray the
featured characters in the film The Elephant Man, which opened this month in

Washington.

Bad Timing
is overloaded with
scenes of fornication which at first are
used to underscore the principles’
‘‘sensual obsession’’, but these scenes
are repeated so often that they quickly
become of little more use than to
titilate the audience. There were so

_ reinforced

many sequences of this type , in fact,

* cinematography

limbs, and horrifying features are accentuated

and is confused as whether to weep or
rejoice.
The film is based upon the true story
of John Merrick the victim of a very

treated like a caged animaland is fre-

a

WINE &
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ut

tion of America.
So in the end, what should have
been an intelligent film by an accomplished director turns out to be ineffective. The timing was not all that

was bad in Nicholas Roeg’s latest flick.
-Bill Henry
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employs.

unusual
disease
neurofibromatosis. Merrick

called
suffered

severely from this affliction which
resulted in hideous growths upon his
skin. The plot centers upon Merrick’s
rapid rise from the level of sideshow
freak to being the darling of the Victorian upper class.
Produced by Mel Brook’s company
Brooksfilm, the movie distinctly states
that it is not based upon the Broadway
play (this due to a lawsuit lodged
against it) or any other fictional account. The source material is directly

Those of you who have ever eaten a
steaming bowl of chicken gumbo soup

with a half pound of sugar in it will
understand what this film is like. Its
warmth will melt your heart, yet it is so
sweet it will make you sick. Why
Would I Lie?, directed by Larry

Peerce, is the marvelously trite and
tepid tale of Cletus Hayworth, played
by Treat Williams of Hair and 1941
fame.
A typical end-of-the-year

_ release, this film is of the same genre as
The story, fortunately, is not taxing

episodes also tend to be overly long
variations on the same shoot-out scene.
Tension is so constant throughout the
film that it loses some of its initial effec-

and is tolerable to a certain extent.
Cletus, a young man completely in-

thug in every doorway. Aren’t there
any law-abiding citizens left in Gotham?
Contrivance notwithstanding, Gloria
is a thoroughly enjoyable action-packed
film. The gutsy lady with the fast draw
manages to win her way into our
hearts. John Adames as Phil oscillates
between irritating mini-machismo and
moments of flinching pain and winning
humor (although *‘gruesome’’is a bit too

sophisticated

a

word,

even

for

a

precocious six year-old).
At one point, Phil says,‘“You’re my
whole
family,
Gloria-you’re
my
mother, my father, my sister, my friend
and even my girlfriend.‘ After all, isn’t
that what love is all about? Even in this
toughly veneered film, there’s a little
room for love.
-Christina Garcia

his

muteness.

He

is

quently abused
by the carnival’s
owner. Taunted, flogged, and starved,
he continues his obedience only to ensure his survival.

Merrick

is located

by

a

Doctor

Treves (brilliantly played by Anthony
Hopkins in what is perhaps his best
role to date). Treves at first uses Merrick to further his career by displaying
him during lectures to his medical col-

leagues. Treves soon manages to get
Merrick admitted to the local hospital.
The
staff,
particularly
the
administrator (John Gielgud) and the
head nurse (Wendy Hiller) are at first
terrified by his appearance, and yet
ultimately become protective of their

seconds at a counseling center, Lindsaty invites Cletus back to her home for
a roll in the hay. Events fall neatly into
place and lo and behold, well, you can
guess for yourself.
Director of Photography Gerald
Hirschfeld does an impressive job with
the
cameras.
Set
in Spokane,
Washington, the scenery is refreshing

and

new.

The

score,

composed

by

Charles Fox, is as much fun as the
film, detracting your attention enough

to relieve the boredom.

Kramer vs. Kramer,

Godfather get the best of him. The

tiveness. We begin to expect, and indeed are not disappointed, to find a

by

struction

of a cardboard

cathedral

from day to day which provides the
best revelation into his mind. The
film’s accurate portrayal of Merrick is
reflected in the title of one of its
sources-A Study in Human Dignity.
The Elephant Man constitutes already
on of the ten best films of 1980, and
one which is best when shared with someone else.
-Don Murphy

Why Would | Lie About A Movie Like This?

Some

fantastically

wooden

acting

gives this film its lighter moments. The
humor is found mostly in things which

capable of any sort of responsibility, is
also incapable of telling the truth. Finding employment as a social worker,
he becomes involved
in the plight of
Mary Kalinski, an ex-convict whose
of a foster mother, Mrs. Crump,
played by Jocelyn Brando. Cletus
takes little ‘George with a J,”’ played
by Gabriel Swann, away from Mrs.
Crump in hopes of finding his real
mother. The story revolves around
their journey and becomes wonderfully contrived. The child, who is the only
somewhate believable character in the

fabricating),

swearing,

drinking, and a host of other healthy
habits for a seven year old to become
involved in.
Lisa Eichorn, who portrays Kay
Lindsay,
‘‘feminist
at large,” is
Cletus’ live-in. Having met for ten

—x
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Your last chance
for Senior Portraits
November 17th and 18th
Call Ye Domesday Booke
B-08 Nevils Basement, 625-4421
to make your appointment
Proof Collection
for the October sitting

on November 13th and 14th
in the Ye Domesday Booke office.

some soup.

:
-Bill Vaningen

Godll isa
Cute Pain
Oh, God! Book II is described quite
accurately

in

the

Warner

Brothers

Press Guide as a fairytale, and if you
like fairytales, you will like this movie.

This movie is too much like the old
Walt Disney flicks, with all the kids
ganging up to teach the adults a lesson.

A ten-year-old might eat this stuff up

film, learns all sorts of neat things
from mature Cletus, such as lying

(rather than

aren’t supposed to be funny. Why
Would I Lie? is not of Oscar caliber,
and if you’re thinking of driving for
more than five minutes to see it, consider staying at home and making

This movie is not wretched, because
Burns gives his usual professional,
low-key performance as the Supreme
Being. Suzanne Pleshette is a little too
cranky as Tracy’s mother, but David
Birney adds class and charm as the
divorced father.

child, Jorge, has fallen into the hands

Famous DAIRY CREST

ENTRY

he
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life of the protaganist. As events continue, one feels ambiguous emotions,

LES

KEGQUARTERS

of his owner.

tact with the tragic occurrences in the

rest of his family in their South Bronx
apartment. Little Phil is handed over to
neighbor Goria with the evidence just
‘before the carnage . The rest of the
movie
traces
the
nerve-wracking
adventures escaping from the mob.
You see, Gloria was on the ‘‘inside”’
herself once and calmly tells Phil while
answering a suspicious knock at one of
their many hotel doors, “It’s nothing for
me to blow someone’s brains out-I just
hope it’s someone I know.”’
Gloria won first prize at the Venice
Film Festival this year not only for the
goosebumps Gena Rowland (director

Rican kid whose father, a bookkeeper
for the Mafia and stool pigeon to the
FBI, was blown to bits, along with the

attraction

the seal of the Motion Picture Associa-

Gena Rowlands stars in the title role of hubby John Cassavetes new flick, Gloria.

devo-

white

The audience is kept in constant con-

them to spare the kid?
Either we are supposed to suspend
common notions of reality for two
hours or John Cassavetes has let The

undying

and

It is being released without the ‘“X’’ or

nerve to go to the Big Brass and ask

such

black

that the film was originally rated “X"’.

rubble? Ten Mafiosi just happen to be
dining at a Penn Station restaurant as
Gloria and Phil try to escape to Pittsburgh (why Pittsburgh we never know)
while she forces them all to give up their
weapons and sit helpless as lambs while
she verbally abuses them? (‘‘Good-bye
suckers-you let a woman beat you-you
sissies!’’ she sneers to a couple more
outwitted thugs.) And then she has the

deserves

the

The significance of the title stands
not only for the failure of the relationship between Russel and Garfunkel,
but also for the problems that are
caused when it becomes clear that
more
time
elapsed
between
the
discovery of the woman and the calling
of the ambulance than Art originally
told the police. The title is also an inadvertent commentary on the general

then hang around to sift through the

Who

by

derived from factual records and Merrick’s diary.
John Hurt, the superb British actor
recently featured in Alien portrays
Merrick. Located in a decrepit
carnival freak show, Merrick is the prize

film.

John Cassavetes’ wife) induces when
staring at us from behind a well-aimed
.38, but because it epitomized many
foreigners’ (and that includes all nonNew Yorkers) perception of the ‘‘Big,
Bad Apple’. Four burly, weaponwielding mobsters blow up a family and

tion? A precocious six-year-old Puerto

is a stunningly

delight in being fightened by his appearance. The tumorous growths on
his body, his distended skull, distorted

Gloria: Contrived Cassavetes

“I was always a broad, I can’t stand
the sight of milk!’’ snarls Gloria to mob
boss and ex-lover Signor Tanzini. No
kidding. Prior to this statement, Gloria
rubs out four mobsters, emasculates
several more and bullies her way
* through situations that would melt even
the steeliest of nerves-all in the name of
love.

The Elephant Man

perceptive character study which,
from the start, grasps the viewer by the
heart and never lets go. Director David
Lynch has depicted the Victorian setting with minute accuracy, and this is

rupt forces return from an unexpected
source, thus disrupting John’s now
placid existence. By the end, though,
his spirit and superlative character is
restored.
This amply summarizes the plot, but
barely
does
justice
to the fine
cinematic
techniques
employed
therein. The black and white texture
enhances the dreary nature of the
theme. The recurring carnival musical
underscores
the
freak
show
atmosphere.
The
deliberately
paced
dialogue accentuates the character’s
inner feelings. And the nineteenth century settings are meticulously accurate.
The
symbolism
employed
throughout the story presents a special
highlight. An openning dream
sequence,
John’s attachment to his
mother’s picture, his reaction to mirrors, and the highly metaphorical conclusion are all evidence of this fact.
Most amazingly it is Merrick’s con-

Lisa Eichorn, last featured in Yanks
and The Europeans, is now appearring
in Why Would I Lie?.

and love it, but no many older moviegoers will enjoy watching cute kids put
up cute slogans in cute places, such as
on the side of a church or a wrecking
ball, all done to the tune of Charles

Fox’s
seemed
movie.

cute
like

musical
most

score,
of

this

for what
very

cute

-Bill Latham

Co

Return of the ‘Heart Attack Hoyas’
Georgetown Basketball Preview
by Howard Kopech
HOYA Sports Staff

Georgetown University’s Men’s
Basketball team began practice this
week for what should be another exciting and highly successful season.
Coming off a 26-6 year that nearly sent

the

Hoyas

to

Georgetown

and

the

Final

Head

Four,

Coach

John

Thompson (Sth year, 156-72, .614 winning

the

percentage)

right

will be

combination

looking

for

of quickness

and size to deal with this year’s extremely difficult schedule.
The task will not be easy, since
Thompson lost six seniors at gradua' tion, including last year’s nucleus,
John Duren and Craig Shelton, who
are now playing for the NBA’s Utah
Jazz and Atlanta Hawks, respectively.
The result of this loss is that the Hoyas
will most likely have a difficult time
living up to the tremendous success
they have enjoyed over the past six

There are great differences between
last year’s Hoya hoop team: and this
year’s squad, however. Despite playing the most difficult schedule in Divi-

sion I, the 1979-80 Hoyas had more
than enough experience, leadership
and ability to run opponents off the
court and, if necessary, the character
composure and court sense needed to
outplay teams that controlled the tempo of the game. If a team keyed on any
one player, two others were there to
pick up the slack; if two were shut
down the other star, be it Floyd,
Duren or Shelton, responded and
when a team was able to cool off all
three
scorers,
Georgetowrds
true
MVP’s, the bench and the defense,
came to the rescue. The team was

pressure

tested

and proved

to have

the ingredients necessary for success.
This year’s squad has to prove itself all

sensus

pre-season

All-American,

a Sophomore. He accomplished this
scoring feat with a 55 percent shooting
accuracy
from
the
field.
Floyd
specializes in sinking jump-shots between 15 and 22 feet, although he has
proven to Hoya fans that spinning layups and breakaway slamdunks are also

included in his repertoire. And as if

up to an assortment of honors bestowed Floyd, ranging from MVP of the
Nike Cage Classic to selection as first

Team All-East to MVP of the NCAA
Eastern Regional (though in a losing
cause) to selection to the 1980 Big East
All-Tournament team. Much of the
scoring and leadership responsibility
will rest on Floyd’s shoulders as this
experienced, but young team races into
the 1980-81 season.

veterans

and

the team,

only

national post-season tournaments (4
NCAA, 2 NIT), finishing in the na-

sure bet to accompany Floyd in the
starting five. Smith, who averaged 6.8

tion’s Top 20 the last three years in a
row.

‘pts. per game while playing the small

from

traveling

to

Indianapolis,

year’s site of the NCAA

last

finals

freshman

; Eric ‘Sleepy’ ¥loyd

over again, and it must do so despite
the fact that only one starter returns
from last season.

This year’s team has only one true

superstar-Eric Floyd. ‘‘Sleepy’’, a con-

to use up time with the lead, and 3)de-

was second in assists! All of this added

6’4”’ Junior Eric Smith appears as a

Hallalal

Because of the great success Thompson has had in the past
with his
system, he will continue, for example,
to l)use mostly experienced players
down the stretch in close games,
regardless of matchups, 2)hold the ball

that is not enough, Floyd led last
year’s squad in blocks and steals and

seasons. During that time span
Georgetown has gone to six straight

The 1979-80 season was the best in
the Blue and Gray basketball history,
as the team took the Big East Conference tournament and the Nike Cage
Classic, finished 10th in the UPI poll
and 11th in AP, and won the Widmer
Cup (awarded to the best team in the
East).
Only
a one
point,
heartbreaking loss to Iowa in the NCAA
Eastern Regional final kept the Hoyas

Coach Thompson
believes in role
players; players who do certain things
better than others at certain times. For
this reason there will be many occasions, as there have been in the past,
when Thompson will send either a
small, but quick or a taller but slower
lineup on the floor, depending on the
size and/or quickness of the opponent.

while breaking the 1000 point mark as

remaining
players

on

1980

9

This is mostly due to the fact that

had

6’3’’ Junior from Gastonia, N.C.
averaged 18.7 points per game last year

the

ctober 31

As stated earlier, it is almost certain
that each player on this year’s roster
will see a good deal of playing time.

the most impressive first two years in
Georgetown basketball history. The

Of

—
Nm
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ame A

forward position, perfected the role of .
sixth man last season. Coach Thompson switched Smith to this role from
his early season starting duties with
great success as ‘‘Smitty’’ often added
the necessary offensive impetus and
always tightened up the Hoya defense.
Smith was assigned to guard the opponent’s top player almost every game

last season, turning in most notable
performances against Maryland’s AllAmerican Albert King and Syracuse’s
Louis Orr. It is fairly certain that

-The only position that cannot be fill-

‘Smith will be asked to pick up some of
the scoring slack left by Duren and
Shelton and to continue to lead the
team defensively.

ed this year by a reasonably experienc-

ed player is that point guard. Although

Blaylock each saw action last year, it
was extremely rare when either faced
top-notch opponents.

entire team will battle for the remaining three slots. Regardless of who the
other three starters are, it is very probable that Thompson will use almost
everyone as the team is blessed with exceptional depth for the third year in a
row.
Seven foot Mike Frazier, the
team’s only senior, and 6’-9’’ Junior
Ed Spriggs will struggle for the starting
line at Center, although 6’9’’ Junior
Mike Hancock is also a possible ‘‘man

This

Spriggs,

to head

Coach

Bronx and comes to GU with High
School All-America honors. Of all
four candidates for the point guard
position, Brown seems to have the
edge. “Fred is a tremendous passer,
penetrator, and ball handler,”’ Coach
Thompson said of the 6’5’° Adlai
Stevenson
High
graduate.
‘‘He
possesses the ability to entertain the
fans while sticking to fundamentals.’’
Basically, the door is open to the

forward

the depth and ex-

perience of Georgetown’s front line is
quite evident. Add to the aforemen-

tioned big men 6°7’* Soph. David Blue
and newcomer Ray Knight, a 6’7’” for-

Georgetown
gram.

assume the role of playmaker on this
year’s Hoya squad.

has one of the deepest and

tallest front lines in the nation.

Men’s

Basketball

pro-

The Hoyas debut on Nov.19 when
they play an exhibition game
at
McDonough
Arena
against
Obras
Sanitaris, a touring South American
team that will play each Big East team.

player who performs best in practice
and early games, but look to Brown to

ward from DC’s St. Anthony’s High,

and GU

why

DC All-Star from McKinley Tech, and
Freddie Brown, who heralds from the

Hancock

for the power

slot. Either way,

explain

made a point of recruiting

and signing two highly regarded
guards this summer: Gene Smith, a

and 6-77 Junior Jeff Bullis will go
head

might

Thompson

in the middle.”” Should Frazier earn
at center,

Coach
Thompson
should
have
several opportunities to use his system
in order to set back excellent teams, as
the Hoyas face a difficult schedule this
season.
The
GU
schedule
is
highlighted by the matchups against
UNLV
(nationally televised)
and
DePaul (first round of the Cabrillo
Classic),and in full round-robin competition in the Big East. There is also
the chance that the Hoyas will play
North Carolina, LSU, or Arkansas in
the Great
Alaskan
Shootout
in
November. However, just as with last
year’s games, each contest must be
dealt with one at a time and played
with the confidence and poise that has
become
the
trademark
of the

Sophomore Kurt Kaull and Jr. Ron

Beside Floyd and Smith, virtually the

the nod

pend mostly on defense, conditioning,
and superior coaching to defeat teams
of equal caliber to the Hoyas.

Hoyas Stun St.Peter’s, 23-6
Before Homecoming Crowd
punt

by Drew Fine
HOYA Sports Staff

Games are scheduled Monday thru
Friday at 6,7,8, and 9 PM, and on
Saturdays at 10,11, and 12 noon. En‘tries have been received from 93

_ teams.
This turnout promises a full season
of action as well as a continuous need
for officials. Anyone interested in
‘becoming an official should contact
the Intramural Office.
ERERRERRERRRERRRRRRR
RE RR RRR ERR ERR

Three-on-three

Volleyball

has con-

cluded its competition with Menage a
Trois emerging victiorious, 2 games to
1, over Guys and Dolls in the cham-

pionship_ match.
Menage

To reach the finals

a Trois and

Guys

and Dolls

defeated ‘“Ins’’ and 4th Healy respectively.

|

Water Polo opened its season last
week displaying lots of splashing and
some prolific scoring. Leading the goal
deluge
were
the straight-shooting
Drunken
Sailors,
sinking
Guthrie

Hydros 37-8, and 2nd New North eek-

ing by 2nd Darnall 30-26. Other results
were Aquatics 17, 5th Darnall 10;
Average
White
Team
5, Slippery

When

Wet 2, and Fire Water 7, ‘4th

Harbin 0.

Football

is coming

into

its final

weeks, with many games taking on added
significance.
Finals involving
teams with play-off aspirations were as
follows: 1st Darnall 15, 2nd New

North 6; 3rd New South

With November only one day away,
a brief preview of upcoming events is
in order. Sports to watch for include
Box lacrosse, table tennis, and competitive swimming. The Great Turkey
Day, which highlights the infamous
Turkey Trot as well as a cross-country
race, promises to be especially entertaining. Participation by all is encouraged.

7; 8th Harbin 27, 3rd Old North 7; 4th
New South 7, 7th Harbin 0; 6th Darnall 6, 1st New South 0.

Women’s

volleyball

is

fast

ap-

proaching the end of another season.
With thirty-seven games behind them,
the women have maintained what their

coach, Dr. McClure considers a “‘winning record’ of 21 wins and 16 losses.

Women’s Tennis Finishes

Last

year

the

women’s

volleyball

team took second in the regional tour-

1980 Fall Season
over
Cherie
from PSU.

Special to the HOYA
The Georgetown Women’s Tennis
Team concluded its 1980 fall season
with a fourth place finish in the

Salisbury

State

Women’s

Collegiate

Tennis Tournament last weekend. Participants in the three day event included such powers as Penn State, William
and Mary, and Richmond, all of

whom finished ahead of GU in the top
three. ‘““All three of these teams conpeted in the Division I or II Nationals,
as did Georgetown,’ said coach Susan
Liebenow,
‘‘so we were extremely

‘pleased with our fourth place finish.”
Sophomore Suzanne Kuhlman, an
All-American in singles, completed an

undefeated

season

by

taking

the

singles title for the second year in a
row. This is the first such back-to-back
victory in tournament history. The top
seed in the tournament (losing only
two sets in the early rounds), Kuhlman
captured the title with a 6-3, 6-3 win

Dona,

the

#2

seed

‘We definitely ended the season on
a high note by finishing fourth in this
tournament,” said Coach Liebenow,
who was justifiably proud of the

team’s finish. Though
Suzanne
Kuhlman was the obvious bright spot
in the GU effort, the whole team contributed.
Senior
Captain
Joanne
Finocchiaro had a strong showing, only to be eliminated in the third round.
The
doubles
teams
of
Lucy
Fiske/Massie Khadjenouri and Molly
Mitchell/Jeanne Weiland earned team
points while playing tough matches
against seeded apponents.
The
1980 fall Women’s
Tennis
record ended at a respectable 6-3
record, and the future is bright for

next season.
Special thanks to Coach Liebenow for
her assistance on this article—Ed.

a 6-0 halftime lead.

nament, finishing with a record of 39
wins and 12 losses. Fortunately, the
squad lost only two seniors last year,
one of which has returned as Assistant
Coach, Mary Jean Ryan. The squad

took on five freshman which McClure
commented, ‘‘[five]
large number given

is an unusually
that we have a

squad of just eleven.”’
This season began in mid-September

at which time the girls were working
out for two and a half hours, six days a
week. Since then they have played four
tournaments
with
three
of those:
finishes among the top five in a field of
roughly twenty.
‘Since Title IX’, McClure explained, ‘‘some schools decided to just do it

and put the time and effort into certain
women’s programs as well as the
money required by Title IX’. As a
result, there has been a ‘hard core’ of
teams at the top for several years now.
The GU women are now trying to
penetrate that upper echelon of teams
which consists of the University of Pittsburgh,
the University of Pennsylvania and Rutgers University.
The team has lost to relatively few

Petefs

Federico

led

all

rushers

with

the GU

Fight!

defense forced St. Peters to

11 carries. The Hoya’s 17 point third
quarter was their highest point production in any quarter this season.

The victory lifted the Hoyds record
to 3-1. They carry that strong record
next Saturday where they will take on
their arch-rival,
the Cardinals
of
Catholic University. Since CU is easily
accessible to Georgetown students (via

the Red Line of the Metro), a large student turnout would be appreciated in
this crosstown rivalry for D.C. football supremacy.

:

Michigan

State.

Catholic

came

Fight!

Fight!

it’s. ... The GUFight Song
°

up

from nowhere to defeat Georgetown
once. In six meetings with the University of Pennsylvania the team has yet

to win. ‘I decided in the beginning of
the season to arrange the schedule so
that we were playing the: tougher

Ah, the college fight song. The rallying cry of a college or university is a
reflection of its goals, its hopes, and most of all its spirit. And with the GUCatholic grudge match tomorrow, let us remember those immortal words
of our own. Georgetown fight song...you remember, don’t you?
What fight song? Does GU have a fight song? The answer, to all the Joe
and Jane Hoyas who care to ask is, yes. Well, yes and no. Yes, there is a
fight song here at Georgetown, played by the Pep Band at each home
game. But, for some untold reason, the words have not been published in
seven years, making it quite difficult to sing along with. Before 1973 ‘these
lyrics were last echoed by the class of 66. What does this song contain to
have it tucked away in the deep recesses of Lauinger for so long?

Well, in the spirit of those alumni

who

proudly

sang this song at

schools so the girls would get a better

Homecoming,
(and since it’s been seven years since it was last printed),you

workout”’, Coach McClure clarified.
Until three years ago the Women’s
Volleyball team was playing within the
D.C. area only. ‘We didn’t even know
about the Regional Tournament,”
McClure
commented.
The
squad
moved from nowhere to 13th place
three years ago, up to Sth place the
year before last and finally to a 2nd
place spot last year.
McClure described expectations for
the present season as ‘‘somewhat

decide.Here it is, verbatim, the official Hoya fight song, as printed in the
Nov. 2, 1973 issue of the HOYA:

grand’’ but, ‘having moved so rapidly
in recent years and given the teams we
are competing with this year, we were

bound to be a little disappointed.”’
The squad has about a dozen games
left and about three weeks until the
Regional Tournament. The eight best
of eleven teams in the Northeast
region, (one of nine national regions),
will be seeded by a selection committee
to play in a two-day tournament. The
winner of this tournament will be the
Northwest Regional Champion.

“If invited to the Regional Tournament,”’ elaborated junior captain Molly Murphy, ‘‘and if we can work up to
our potential and pull together as a
team we could do really well.”’

“It’s been so long since last we met,
Lie down forever, lie down;
Or have you any money to bet,

Lie down forever, lie down.
There goes old Georgetown, straight for a touchdown,
Lie down forever, lie down;
Lie down forever, lie down;
|

73’

yards while Rich Corcoran was second
with 48 yards on 11 carries, while
quarterback Gerard had 43 yards on

On The Bench/John Reagan

The third quarter was completely
dominated by the relentless Hoya
defense. After the second half kickoff

teams. Among the seven schools which
defeated them were the three top
teams, Catholic, Pennsylvania, and

by Kathy McNamara
HOYA Sports Staff

St.

with 15 seconds left to give the Hoyas

Volleyballers Confident As
As Regional Playoff Nears

7, 9th Har-

bin 0; Missionaires 26, Roosters 6;
Lurking Lunatics 14, Cosmos Factory

at 23-0.

game

But there’s more! (I’m not making this up)
Refrain:
“Rah! Rah! Rah! Jor dear old Georgetown,
Cheer for victory today
’Ere the sun has sunk to rest
In the cradle of the West

In the clouds we’ll proudly float the blue and gray.”’
“We’re heard about those loyal fellows up at Yale

Brag and boast about their ‘Boola-Boola’

We're listened to Cornell, wee heard the Navy yell,
We've heard the sons of Harvard tell

How their Crimson lines could hold ‘em.
Choo! Choo! Rah! Rah! Dear old Holy Cross
. The proud old Princeton Tiger is never at a loss.
But the yell of all the yells, the yell that wins the day,
Is the ‘Hoya! Hoya Saxa!’ of the dear old blue and gray.”

*

Hotshot HOYA hoopsters will start
‘showing their moves’’ as Intramural
Basketball begins its season this week.

goal came after a powerful sixty-seven
yard drive by the offense which began
at the GU 12 yard line.
The offense continued their attack
in the second quarter, as they drove 69
yards in 8 plays to bring the ball down
to the 23rd. On fourth down at 23,
Corcoran connected on afield goal

the

managed only ten first downs.

line and by taking advantage of an excellent key block by Eddie Trujillo,he
romped 67 yards for a GU touchdown.
Corcoran converted on the extra point
to give the Hoyas a 13-0 lead.
After a 62 yard drive led by QB Bobby Gerard, Corcoran kicked his third
field goal of the afternoon from 30
yards away to give the Hoyas a 16-0
margin. With 1:35 left in the third
quarter John Federico climaxed a long
offensive drive with an eleven yard run
to close out the scoring for the Hoyas

5:55 of the first quarter on a 21 yard
field goal by Jim Corcoran. The field

Basketball Begins, Turkey Trot Planned

still prevailed,

. The
Georgetown
defense
was
awesome throughout the entire game.
They held the Peacocks to 139 yards
rushing and only 31 yards net passing.

Sat.,1:30 at Catholic

Gecrgetown rusher in history to do so.
The Hoyas opened the scoring at
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St. Peter's erased the shutout with 40
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victory.
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Throughout

John Federico’s 73 yards rushing on 20
Georgetown

the

GU-Catholic Footbali-

carries put him over the 1000 yard
mark
for his career, the seventh

23-6

in

23-6.

A heavy downpour proved to be no
handicap to the Georgetown Hoya
football team as they overran St.
Peter’s (N.J.) 23-6 before a soggy
homecoming crowd of 3,025 at Kehoe
Field. The game was highlighted by the
outstanding play of All-American Jim
Corcoran, who scored seventeen of the
Hoyas’
twenty-three
points.
Also,

Fa

early

received the punt on his own 33 yard

